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of Dr. Rene

Breguet

House that holds me, household
Woman and man at the doorway,
Hospitable,

that I hold dear,
come what will

more than you know I enter here,

In retreat, in laughter,

in the need of your love stil!.

More perhaps than you fancy, fancy finds
This room with books and answers in the walls

i

I have continual reference to the lines
I learned here early, later readings false.
And more than you dream I wake from a special dream
To nothing but remorse for miles around
And steady my bed at this unchanging

scene

\'\Ihere the changing dogs dispute a stranger town.

o identity

is a traveling-piece with some,

But here is what calls me, here what I call home.

This sonnet

by Willi~m

was written

for his parents.

from An

Impossible

the publishers.

Yale

Meredith,

Land,"

Lecturer

in English

at

from

is reprinted

here by permission

University

Press (copyright

the volume

Connecticut

The sonnet,

entitled
from

College.

"Love
the

Letters

poet

and

1944).
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4

go

(9ur [jJarents

for starting us all the path of life,
for washing our dirty, childhood

faces,

for spanking us when we walked our independent

paths too thoughtlessly,

for encouraging us when small problems seemed insurmountable,
for loving us when it seemed that no one else did,
for guiding us always toward the smoothest path,
and for being our parents
we, the members of the class of 1956, humhly dedicate this our yearbook.
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6!rustees

Mr. William
President Rosemary
Judge Allyn L. Brown
juclge Christopher

6

L. Avery

Park

H. Putnam
Mrs. James W. Morrison
Mr. Earle W. Stamm
Mr. F. V. Chappell

There is no equality among years: some merely pass; others are filled with portents and signs
and still others represent a fulfillment and pleasure only vaguely envisaged earlier. No one of
the Class of 1956 will feel that her four years in college have simply elapsed. For some of you
the years will have been full of discovery of yourselves and of your world, and you will face the
future with a greater sense of confidence than when you came to college. For others of you, these
years at Connecticut will have opened new vistas, but will have revealed too the enormous cornplexity of the problems ahead so that you are overwhelmed with a feeling of humility before the
future. But no one of you will wish the years to have been spent differently and all of you will
feel an increasing sense of gratitude to the two institutions which made this experience possible
for YOUj the one of these is the oldest institution in the world, the human family-the
other is
a successful modern invention, the college for women. Both of these institutions take pride in your
career here, are filled with pleasure and confidence in your future and send to you through this
volume sincerest hopes for your continued success and great happiness.
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Whom We £aud
11is the "at"ee of the soul to appropriate

all things.

As we lirst looked at the pages of, and later learned

1/!i""ie'the

Pooh, we were unaware

that would surround

of the theories

us when we finally reached

to move to a nine-month
acquired new "directors."

we realized

and friendly

that we had

aid of the faculty

administration, with their suggestions and rebukes, their smiles and frowns,
have been made to see new horizons and to aspire to new goals.
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and

philosophies

college. As we left our parents

«home away from home,"
With the academic

to read, Pinocchio

and the various

and
we

.·\
\

\

a' ..

\~
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DEAN OF STUDENTS
E. Alverna

Burdick

DEAN OF ADMINISTRATION
Warrine

E. Eastburn

DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
M. Robert Cobbledick
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DEAN OF SOPHOMORES
Catherine

Oakes

SECRETARY TO THE DEANS

Miss Helen F. Polley

ASSISTANT TO DEAN BURDICK
Miss Alice P. Holcombe

ADM ISSIONS OFFICE
Mrs. Snow, Miss Kaiser, Miss Nelson
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I

BUSINESS ,OFFICE
Mrs. DeGonge, irs. Beckwith

INFORMATION
Mrs. Linkletter

SECRETARY

BURSAR'S OFFICE-L
to R" bock row: Miss Macae, Mrs. Hermes,
Mrs. Verse put, Mrs. Craig, Miss Flynn; front row; \Ars. Cruise, Mrs.
Young (Bursar). Mrs. Clark.

TO PRESIDENT
Miss Morris

PARK

~

" Registrar

Mrs. Peugh, Mrs. Mann

Miss Grippin,

Personnel
Miss Ramsay,

directar

Infirmary
Dr. Lilian Warnshuis

LIBRARY_L.. to R., back row: Mrs. Laubenstein, Mis!
Aitner, Mr. Palmer, Miss Duffy, Miss Geisheimer; {rent
row, Miss Hersey, Miss Johnson
(Head Librarian).
Mrs. Rondoll, Miss Word.
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ART DEPARTMENT-L.
Kukosios. Mr. McCloy

to R., Miss Hanson,
M~.
(Chairman),
Mr. Mayhew.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT-L.
to R., Miss
Jacynowicz,
Mr. Dole, Miss Boatwright,
Miss Grier, Mr. Quimby
(Chairman).

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT-L.
to R., back row: Mr. Strider,
Miss Tuve, Mr. Broderick, Miss Hazlewood,
Mr. Meredith,
Miss Noyes; front row, Miss Bethurum
(Chairman),
Mrs.
Jarrell. Miss Payne, Mrs. Roy, Mrs. Smyser.

CLASSICS DEPARTMENT
Miss Evans

]4

SPANISH
DEPARTMENT-L.
to R., Miss
Biaggi,
Mr. Kolb, Mr. Centeno
(Chairman), Miss Unamuno

GERMAN DEPARTMENT-L.
Hofkesbrink
(Chairman),
Wymetal

to R., Miss
Miss
von

RUSSIAN
Mr. and

DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Kasem-beg

FRENCH
DEPARTMENT-L.
man),
Mr. Leblon: seated:

to R., Standing:
Mr. Chodourne
(ChoirMr. Jones,
Mrs. Chodourne,
Mr. Gieber.
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PSYCHOLOGY
DEPARTMENT-L.
to R., back row:
Mr. Applezweig (Chairman),
Mr. Moeller, Mr. Thomas;
front row: Miss Torrey, Mrs. Kaiser, Mrs. Applezweig,
Mrs. Greene, Miss Winterbottom.

SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT-L.
to R., Mr.
Ricciardelli, Mrs. Kennedy (Chairman),
Mr.
Record.

clocial

PHI LOSOPHY DEPARTMENT-L.
to R., Mrs.
langer, Mr. Mock (Chairman),
Mr. Schick.

RELIGION DEPARTMENT
Dr. Laubenstein
(Chairman)
16

ECONOMICS
DEPARTMENT-l.
to R., Miss Snider,
Mrs. Morris (Chairman).
Mrs. Ely, Miss Barnard,
Miss
Finney, Mrs. Maas: missing, Mr. Lyons.

GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENT-L.
Mr. Lockard,
Miss Holborn,
Miss
missing, Miss Dilley (Chairman).

to
R.,
Humes:

J

HISTORY DEPARTMENT-L.
to R" Mr. Cranz,
Mr. Lcwltt. Miss Mulvey, Mr. Haines
(Chairman),
Miss Roach, Mr. Weaver:
missing, Mr.
Birdsall.

EDUCATION
Mr. Smith

DEPARTMENT
(Chairman)
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MATHEMATICS
DEPARTMENT-L.
to
R.: Miss Bower (Chairman), Mrs. Ouimby, Mrs. Schafer.

PHYSICS DEPARTMENT-L.
(Chairman), Mr. Coleman.

to

R., Mc. Garrettl

I

ZOOLOGY
DEPARTMENT-L.
to R., back row:
Miss Richardson {Chairman}, Miss ~heeler,
Miss
Rowan, Mrs. Jones: front row: Miss Hausmann,
Miss Safford.
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HOME ECONOM1CS-L. to R.: Miss Warner, Miss
Chaney
(Chairman),
Miss Burdett; missing, Mrs.
Le Freniere, Mrs. Workman.
I

u
CHEMISTRY
DEPARTMENT-L
to R,o stc ndinq:
Mr.
Christiansen
(Chairman),
Mr.
Brown;
seated:
Mrs. Ursprung,
Miss Johnston, Miss McKeon.

BOTANY DEPARTMENT-L.
to
son, Mr. Goodwin (Chairman),

R.: Miss Avers,
Mr. Niering.

Miss Thomp-

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DEPART MEN
-l. to R,: Miss Bloomer, Miss Ferguson,
Miss Pond, Miss Stanwood
(Chairman),
Miss

Brett,

Miss

Thomas,

Miss

Gorton,

Miss Wood.
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What We

.u,

Let us I"e" be liP a"d doi"g, aNd doiNg to tbe pllrpose.
When we were small our parents would think of ways to amuse us when
it rained outside,

w?en

we had the sniffles,

when

we were

uninterested.

In

grammar school and lin high school, we had a taste of the "area of activities."
Now, as we walk into college (and through four years of college), we learn how
important activities are. Participation

in the various

college

activities

has led to

more than a sense of "belonging"; such participation has taught us to be thought[ul, to be active, and to be constructive in a variety of ways.

20
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DEBBY GUTMAN
President

~
INTER-CLUB COUNCIL-Bock row, L. to R.: A. Arcudi, B. Vohlteich,1
M. Mills, D. Egon, S. Krim, N. Sutermeister, J. Gregory, A. Ryburn, C.
Doniels, A. Worinner, C. Steadier, J. Maywood, A. Hathaway, 2nd row,
L. to R.: C. Van Dar Kar, J. Jenks, A. Morrison, president, ~. LaIZO~?,
C. Awed, M. Zellers. 1st row, L. to R.: K. Crehan, E. Pickard, M.
Mitchell. J. Torpey, N. Roberts, S. Gerber. A. Olmstead.

,...--=~

NANCY HAMILTON
Speaker of the House

8tudent

SERVICE LEAGUE_L. to R.: J. McCabe, C. Daniels, C. Awed,
Hahn, L. Twinem, A. Richardson, A. Heimbach.

E.

Inter-Club Council, a coordinating body for all
campus clubs, and Class Officers, the elected representatives of each respective class, see that our college
life can, and wilt, run along with comparative ease.
As Class Presidents represent the majority wishesof
each class in Cabinet, so House Presidents represent
the majority wishes of each House in the House of
Representatives. The speaker of the House of Representatives takes the decisions made there to Cabinet
where all final student decisions are weighed, discussed,
and passed on to the Administration for consideration.
Our college government, then, makes each individual student repsonsible for creating in our collegean
idea and an ideal of which we each may he singularly
proud .

" ..

.
';'-.'~

5~11:~:'~~W
:
HOUSE JUNIORS-Back row, L. to R.: M. Show, N·, Hamilton, J.
Crouch, N. Tuttle, L. Hoblitzel!e, K. Klein, S. Weldon. 2nd row, L. to R.:
R. Morine, A. Henry, A. Richardson. D. Dederick, S. Bodenhousen.
1st
row, l. to R.: A. Heimbach, D. Ferae, B. Weldon, J. Krause.

\,e.

HONOR COURT-Bad
row, Li to R.: H. Cory, J. Cattanach,
Dorion, C. Graves, D. Gutman. 1st row, L. to R.: D. Egan, B. Wind,
Brown, A. Browninq, Chid

l

;~IINET-B'Nk
row, L. to R.: N. Sutermeister
A. Morrison, M. Mors
p: k a ;ssen,
. Keith, C. Awed, J Jenks
M' Harper
J. Gregory,
J ICHor . Ist row, L. to R.: A. Browning, S. 'Weir, D. Gutman, presidenl
. aynes, N. Hamilton.

..
JANE HAYNES
Vice-President

~.
Chief

CLASS OF 1956--L. to R.: M. Harper,
president,
N. Arnott,
lano, H. Sormani, J. Ahlborn, G. MacArthur,
B. Jenkinson.

P. Cata-

ANNE BROWNING
Justice of Honor Court

(Jovernment
Through our student

government

each one of us

has an opportunity to join in the forming of college
policy. From the first meetings in the fall at Pattagansett to the last Amalgo in May at Palmer! the year's
plans are made. From the first onslaught of meetings
during freshman week to the diploma given to the
last cap and gown dressed senior, we are
active part of the college community.

each

CLASS OF I 957-L.
to R.: J. Wood, A. Detarando,
president,
J. Gallo, B. Weldon, J. Krouse.

K. Klein, N. Keith,

an

With personal honor we uphold the rules of the
college and report our infringements
(even though
accidental) to Honor Court; with Widespread enjoyment we attend the parties and aid in the community
projects sponsored by Service League. As freshmen we
look to the House Juniors as the emblem of the Connecticut College girlj as House Juniors we look to the
freshmen as the paragons of enthusiasm.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES-Gad
row, L. to R.: N. Stevens,
M.
Schutt, J. Gersen, K. Klein, N. Sandin, C. Graves, K. Usher, J. Norton,
C. Stouffer. 2nd row L. to R.: E. Czvkcwski. D. Gutman, N. Hamilton,
speaker, J. Crouch, B. Bailey. 1st row L. to R.: J. Bremer. M. Brown, E.
Erickson, M. Mann.
'

CLASS OF 1959-8ack
row, L. to R.: D. Woodruff,
M. McKean.
l st
row, L. to R.: N. Kushlan, S. Klein, J. Solmssen. president, R, Hlicschenkc.

..7{rts

ART CLU B-Bock row, L. to R.: J. Rose, M. Waterman, S. Hargrove, C. Von Dar Ker, president, S.
Grant, C. Russian. l et row, L. to R.: N. Grondono,
L J. Cooper.

,

FIVE ARTS_Bock row, L. to R.: K. Klein, F.
Gulick, A. Heimbach,
J. Krauss, chairman.
l st row, L. to R.: S. Hargrove, A. Noyes, S.
Meek,

D. Frankenstein.

l.
Badenhausen,
H.
Schweizer, D. Dow, G. Maher, L. Hoblihelle.
3rd row, L. to R.: E. Beggs. S. Sauer, A. Morrison, B. Givan, P. Mark, K. Klein, K. Reynolds, M. Waterman.
2nd row, L. to R.: J.
Bagley,
E. Pickard,
president,
D. Frankenstein, C. Van Dar Kor , N. Wilmonton, E.
Peer. I sf row, L. to R.: P. Murphy, G. Greenlaw, A. Mahoney,
J. Torpey, S. Meek, S.
Wrightson,
A. Heimbach.
Elliman,

CONN CHORDS-Back row, L. to R.:
Russian, L Hyde, J. Kemp, P. Ashbough,
Kirkbright, A. Warinner,
D. Fleming,
Grant, S. Krim, head. 2nd row, L to R.:
Nolde, C. Awad, J. Norton, A. Henry,
Waterman.
Ist row, L to R.: H. Reiner,
Kennedy. J. Evans, L. Jenkins,
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C.
D.
S.
F.
M.
C.

J.

Frost,

S.

MUSIC CLUB-L.
Overholt,
president,

to R.: B. Bent,
A. Hinkson.

J.

DANCE GROUP-Bock
row, L. to R.: M. Mole, E. Donaldson, M. Soggs, H. Angevine, J. Rozycki. 1st row, L. to R.: S.
Krim, M. Mitchell, F. Gulick, head, J. Rose.

RADIO CLUB-Bock
row, L. to R.:
Shoag,
K. Usher, C. Carr, A. Wood,
M.
Weller, K. Llcvd-Rees.
J. Bremer. 2nd row,
L. to R.: E. Skokon, D. Bleichfeld, E. Eloshoff,
N. Blickstein, P. Seaver, J. Brooks. 1st row,
L. to R.: N. Desch, P. Murphy, J. Torpey,
president,
E. Beggs.

SCHWIFFS-Back
row, L. to R.: A. Ryburn,
head, K. Curtis, R. Morine, N. Boylies, B.
Billings, C. Bayfield, J. Ahlborn, J. Johnson,
C. Snelling.
l s t row, L. to R.: M. Mole, J.
Heim, N. Scholnick, D. Miller, G. Diefendorf.
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LIBRARY COMMITIEE-L.
to R.: H. Cary, J. De
Gange, president, A. Mahoney.

"C" BOOK-Bad
row, L. to R.: B. Phillips, L. Haeffner, S. Whittemore,
editor. J. Cattanach,
H. Cary. 1st row, L. to R.: M. Fluty, S. Jellinghaus,
F. Cohen.

NEWS-Back
row, L. to R.: S. Rike. E. Peer, M.
Presson, N. Watson. 3rd row, L. to R.: J. Helander,
C. Young, S. Carvalho, J. Wagner,
F. Grandjouon,
M. Hyde, J. Connor, K. Usher, J. Holmes. 2nd row,
L. to R.: C. Simpson, E. Diamond, E. Man05evit, S.
Rosenhirsch, J. Jenks, editor, K. Crehan.
1st row,
L. to R.: F. Cohen, S. Adler, C. Van Dar Kar, R. de
Castro, B. Steger.

LANGUAGE CLUB PRESIDENTS-L. to R.' A. Olm.
stead, French, D. Egan, Germor
N. Roberts, Span"
ish.
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MATH CLUB-L
to R.: K. Crehan, S. Krim, president, E. Bove.

HOME ECONOMICS AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT_Book
row, L to R.: B. Houseman, C. Aldrich. 2nd row, L to R.:
N. Richman, B. Vahlteich, president, B. Humble. Ist row, L to
R.: A. Wood, M. !selin.

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB-Back
row, L to R.;
J. McCabe, A. Morrison, N. Stevens, J. Maywood. 1st row, L. to R.; J. Steger, B. Lawson.
C. Steadier, president, P. Grossman, B. Jenkinson.

SCIENCE CLUB-L
dent, S. Jellinghaus,

to R.: M. Mills, presi-

J. Flanagan.
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Xthletics

A.A.-Bock
row, L. to R.: B. Weldon, J.
Moywood, M. McKeon, J. Michoels, M.
Mills, M. Show, N. Stevens. 2nd row, L.
to R.: J. Frost, S. Jellinghous, N. Sutermeister, president, N. Dorion, B. Jenkinson. 1st row, L. to R.: M. Lewin, J. Ippolito, J. Cattell.

OUTING ClUB-L.
to R.: G. Linck. J.
Michoels, S. Jellinghous, J. Heller, president.

c. C. YACHTNG ClU B--l. to R., K.
Seipp, B. Wolfe, S. Rike. A. Hathawoy,
president, S. Greene.

SABRE AND SPUR-l.
to R.: H. Turley, J. May·
wood, president,
E. Tomback.
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!Inner

RELIGIOUS
Lawson,
Gregory,
J. Hartt.

J.

FELLOWSHIP-L.

Tyler,
president,

J.

Meier. M.
D. Dederick,

B.
Schutt, J.
E. Nelson,

.

CHOIR-L. to R., B. Bent, E. Hofheimer,
G. Greenlaw, President; E. Evatt.

I.R.C.-Back
row, L. to R.: K. Rafferty, 13.Fisher, B. Cohen, A Morrison,
M. J. Huber,
L. Strong.
2nd row, L. to R.: H. Schweizer,
S. Schwartz,
S.
Gerber,
president,
Miss Holborn,
M. Garibaldi,
D. Willard,
B. Horigon.
l sf- row, l. to R.: S. Greene,
E. Beggs,
N. Wilmonton,
C. Daniels.
O.
Pagani.

POLITICAL FORUM-Back
Moore.

C.

Daniels,

row,

president.

L to
C.

R.:

Taylor,

M.
Mr.

lockard, S. Schechtman, S. Schwartz, M. Garibaldi,
R. Coughlan, M. Bisch, S. Gerber.
L. Cunningham, D. Willard.

1st row, L. to R.:

{9uter
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FOREIGN STUDENTS-l.
to R.: E. Wysk,
F. Menviel1e, Y. S. Lee, S. Repo, A-M.
Neese.

J. Dumazot

Xmbassadors

COMMUTERS'
CLUB-Back
row, L. to
R.: K. Rankin, B. Smith. H. Zimmer, A.
Leister, J. BradJaw, A. Noyes, C. Gentelella. 2nd rGW, L. to R.: J. Perecl. J.
DeGange,
president,
A. Fielding,
D.
Smolenski, D. Peeker. 1st row, L. to R.:
N. Beetham, M. Tote, N. Roberts.

REC HALL_Bock
row, L. to R.: E. Pickord J. Pentz, M. Waterman,
chairman,
A. Buchman, B. Jenkinson. 1st row, L. to
R.: J. Johnson, J. Reycroft, J. Ahlborn,
S. Badenhausen.
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Back row, L to R.: E. Crawford,
J. Bagley, N.
Arnott.
l st row, L. to R.: G. Anthony, E. Nelson,
M. Zellers, D. Lazzaro, B. Wosserstrom.

STAFF
Margaret Zellers

Editor-in-Chief

Joyce Bagley .

Business :Manager

Elizabeth Crawford

Advertising

Art Editor

Jacqueline Rose
Gale Anthony .
Dorothy Lazzaro .
Elaine Nelson

:Manager

.

Barbara Wasserstrom
Nancy Arnott .

Literary

Editor

Assistant Literary

Editor

Photography
Circulation
P"blicity

Editor
:Manager

~FrOlfl

the begilllli"g

:Mal1ager

10r Art's sake.

1rom Click

10

HARRY

BARSKY

Xoi""

With these hands
7Pilhoul

him-liolhilig
CHARLES

CLEGG
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Where
:The bouse of every aile is to him his castle mid fortress.
From a home which was a sort of
we came to the house at college

COcoon

and were

created around us by
forced

to make

OUf

OUf

parents,

own cocoon.

Inside the unfamiliar building filled with strange faces we find a bare room which
is-ours.

A few weeks later even the sound of the building

the faces are friends, and the room is cluttered
board. Although not the home we knew

with banners,

as children,

special quality, a quality that makes us reluctant
32

in the rain is familiar,

books, and a bulletin

our new "home"

has a

to move away after four years.

33

(;/'reeman

!Jane

Xddams

mary

[f-{arhness
•

g{nowlton

38

6Jhe f2uad
Blackstone

Branford

aHd Plant

0asl

north
Wt"nthrop

6fhames

Commuters

.,.

When We

.c-:

1 wish tI,llhere

were saine wOllderful place
Called the lalld of begilillilig agaill.

In the earliest days of our lives, our parents carefully
baby bonnets.

Now, in the last days of Our college

the tilt of the mortar board

career,

and put the tassel on the correct

pastel bonnet hints at the protection

of childhood,

suggests the severity of adult life. We have grown
cowboy hat to the beanie and finally to the mortar
capt we are prepared to face the world-always
grateful to the first baby bonnet.

44

covered

our heads with

we carefully

adjust

side. As the soft,

the stiff, black mortar

board

from the baby bonnet

to the

board.

As we take off this last

striving, always learning, always

45

Janet Mitchell Ahlborn
Sociology
To make myself

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
in all things

admirable.

"Ahlbie" ... i.e. The Queen ... our fourth for Spit
... "Everything about me is average!" ... Bathroom
Baritone.
. sense of responsibility . . . the smart
groomer with dry humor
Chas. Addams
"My
roommate at Lake Placid!"
giddy ditty
Oh,
that blond hair..
frankness
. "Roogie-Roogie!"
. the Sheik of the Shwiffs .' "Big Ben."

Gale Anthony
English

Wakefield, Mass.
All experience is

a>l

arch to build on.

Preoccupation with poets and playwrights
you guys i" ... tigers, tigers, burning bright
dox or realism and romance

"Hey
para-

"Life is just so many

crises" ... a whistle off-key
unrelenting opinions
. "I can't believe it!" ... she shares her heart with
those she loves ... "If Jean goes, I'm going too"
the significance of little things.
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Angela Marie Arcudi
French

Westport, Conn.

lt is better to be small and shine than to be tall and
cast a shadow.
Ange . . . for God, for country, and for Yale .
"touche" ... our little nightingale
perpetual motion ... apple pie and Mom's cooking
"It's a good
thing I'm not sensitive" ... I'm in the Mood for Love
... "Hello, operator 3, this is Ange" ... "Annie called"
... that unforgettable laugh ... a heart full of sunshine.

Nancy Teese Arnott
History

Baldwin, N. Y.
'We·ve life and love to spare.

"Nan" ... complete collection of collegiate clothes ...
"It's Tommy white" ..
class notes are poems and
pictures ... hers is a champagne sparkle ... as the
occasion demands, Nan responds ... "But Cayuga's
waters do not smell!" . . . Dances, Publicizes, and
Socializes
originality never latent, but always expressed
Phi Gamma Doodle.
. Christmas Mrs.

47

Maria Atnaskin
Sea Cliff, N. Y.

German

She compelled my imagination.
Elegance and feline grace ...
sure ...

sincerity ...

continental sophistication,

compo-

new world style

. . . caviar for breakfast and Spanish dances: yes;
beans and poison ivy: no ...

ships ...

international

relation-

"But he has to have polish!"

Carole
English
The greatest happiness

Joy Awad
Brooklyn, N. Y.
for the greatest "umbers.

"Awadie" ... "Like a bomb" ... the triple-and then
there were two ... double indemnity ... the donkey
cart ... Caribbean Calypso ... official hostess with
a welcome smile ... frustration at Wimbledon, mortification at Forest Hills ... "C'mon, you guys!" ..
twelve-month tan ... temporal traveler ... "You can
borrow mine" ... just a sip-and another toast.

Joyce Bagley
Sociology

Townsend, Mass.

}fer frie,ids she has many, her foes has she allY

i

"Bags" ... paradoxically playful and persevering ..
"But Townsend is on the map I".
a prop of Wig
and Candle.
. from show business to monkey business ... Will Rogers' wit has nothing on her ... and
50000 gullible! ...
a potential politician.

Sheila Walsh Bankhead
Economics

Old Saybrook, Conn.

Ascends abolJe the rest'rictions and cOl1ventioHs
of the world.
Peel ... might write poetry, but will never raise cats
... On dine haircut ... nightly roar of the M.G ...
memories of windmills,

cheese, bread, and wine .

much entertainment by her subtle wit
her own, but many thoughts for others
surpassed by few.

a world of
sensitivity

Sarah
English

Margaret

Bartlett
Savannah, Ga.

'There is no great genius without
some touch of madness.
Sally . . . our

conforming non-conformist
so unpredictable ... "I'll go if Jean
goes!"
her life begins at midnight ... growing
pains
"Mah hero I" ... life at a dangerous pace
lasses with glasses don't? ... well-traveled.
keen wit and gentle nature.
"WHY''?''

Natalie

Elizabeth

English

Baylies
Taunton, Mass.

All Ihat we se,id i,II0 Ihe lives of others
comes back into our

OW~1.

Betsy ... "Coffee time".
. that Baylies humor with
the satiric slant.
. Italy and the real live Baron
well, 50 .
raconteuse par excellence ... time and
understanding for everyone.
. a reflective mind ...

personality and poise.
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Nancy Beebe
Music

Loudonville, N. Y.
lf music be the fruit of life, play all.

"Beeb" ... "Hi Gang! What's up?"
that certain
quality that cheers all our blue days
"But I never
took ironing 1-2"
forever trying to get commuter
rates to New Haven
a hunter-on horseback ...
"Meanwhile back at the ranch" ... funny eccentricities that we love.

Nellie May Beetham
Botany

Norwichtown, Conn.
ret :Nature be your teacher
:Nature is the art of yod.

First love, botany ... Rigoletto. . the great out-ofdoors ... algae on the menu ... tricks on B.B.B...
conscientious

and well-organized

...

three scoops,

please ... fuel oil, 24D, and data, episodes of Arboretum adventures
smell of fresh wood ... volleyball
. green all over
blueberries ... ecology to build
mind, muscles, and meaning.
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Sarah L. Bergeson
Portland, Conn.

American History

1"he merit of origi"ality is not
novelty; it is sincerity.
S. Lou ... "Really?" ... "But I don't get it" ... fouryear choir member

..

never an unkind word ...

"This year I'm a history major"
search for Truth
... puts forth the extra effort
not enough hours
in the day.
. sallylouisms.
. "I don't think these
colors clash" .
independent.

Margery Gail Blech
Government

'Numerous

West Hartford, Conn.
achievements here promise success
in the future.

"Eech"
.. eyes and ears of the world.
. Roomie
... sparkling brown eyes ... pert vivacity
"Gotta
go to a meeting" ...
all night stand
always a
schedule ... "You too can be the first woman President': ... relax ... perseverance in polities and always
the fight amount of diplomacy.

Naomi Blickstein
Rockville Centre, N. Y.

Spanish

J'he greatest storm the world ever b,ew
eHded one

SlHlI1Y

1tlorllilJg!

The perfect hostess ...
tune in for Don Quixote's
next adventure ... the little King Theseus ... ruffled
walls ... music for every mood ... Wanted, a poster
machine for Radio Club ...
Carlo's for pizza ...
flare for fashion ... Sky ranch ... chartreuse lighting
... "Want to come in for coffee?"

Anne Elisabeth
Chemistry

Browning
Euclid, Ohio

Our faith in her word a"d deed.
The Anne of Ann and Anne
cutest Justice
you've ever seen ... bangs 'n' giggles ... excellent in
most, outstanding in all.
. badminton and Bunsen
burners ... "You know what I mean" ... faith in humanity manifested in friendliness, understanding, sincerity ... loyal rooter and active participant.

Anne
Sociology

Buchman
Scarsdale, N. Y.

1he two noblest things which are sweetness and light.
Surrey with the fringe ... quick trip to Ann Arbor .
"Something in sneakers?"
all for Rec. Hall
.
her laugh comes easily ... what happened to the varnish? .. Brooks Brothers' sister ... "What a riot!".
mile-long eyelashes
"It's spelled with an "e" ...
Putney's paragon
cheerful temper, tranquility,
and perseverance .

•

Elinor Ida Burman
Zoology

Newton

Center, Mass.

1he readiness is all.
"Ellie" .
"Har-Hardy-Har-Har"
record rascal
. dizzy dame ... anchors aweigh
"Stunning I"
. always speaking in abbrev ... perfectly dressed
hours ahead of time ... "Wait till I finish this row"
... vivacious, verbose vixen ... "Is that my buzzer'?"
... giddy ditty ... "A refrigerator ship, yet!" ... Be
Prepared.
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Mary Jane Callahan
Bridgeport, Conn.

Government
Acres of diamonds.
"Mare" .

"Yo-ho! That's Rich!"

Hokey ...

Bermuda buggy ride ... insomnia
never seen here
on weekends ... cashmeres, monograms, and tweeds
... «Frances cuts my hair" ... devoon ... a time for

work and a time for play.
. instigator of the bridge
game ... "If Jean goes, I'll go."

Lloyd
Chemistry
J-le thai hath a ,,,erry

Camp
Summit, N.

heart hath a co"li"ual

J.

feast.

"Tweedy"
"Leo".
. laughter and that light in
her eyes
"No, you look at it"
Oh, to be wise
. "Did I say you could do that?"
the tripleand then there were two.
. "The gamest fish swim
upstream" ... the moths best advertisement ... "The
name is MISS Lloyd Camp, not Mr." ... just a sipand another toast.
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Joan Mary Carson
Quaker

Chemistry
PatieNce

is a rel1'ledy for every

Hill,

Conn.

sorrow.

Cactus ... "Could you die?" ... calculating gal ..
profitable E.B. summers ... life of the party ... that
enviable disposition ... The Ranch ... "Oh, what a
doll I rnet !"
. six bouquets and what now? ...
A.M.A.B.

a can of beer, a cigarette, and a star-

board tack
Iuftpost
"Ever been to a Ring
Dance?".
.a
discord.

c.c.

,

Helen

Elizabeth

Chemistry

Cary
North Amherst, Mass.

1'ime you

enjoy

wastinq is

110t

wasted

time.

"Aunt Helen"
classics on hi-f ... "Concert tickets, please"
calm meditation interrupted with moments of exuberance ... "Who started this crossword
puzzle?".

. badminton

ace ...

Honor Court's right

arm.
. Princeton grad school? ... "Sorry, we don't
take women"
. all the basic elements for success.

Phyllis Catalano
History

Maplewood, N.

Elegant as simplicity,

J.

and warm as ecstasy.

Physie ... "What a riot I" ... Eeny, Mieny, Miney,
and no Moe
"He was sweet, BUT"
classic
features.

. a letter a day 'cause Steve's away

she's a Sig Sister ... a quiet charm.
. veep of '56
.. "Eek, 675 pages behind I" ... squeals of delight
.. calm, modest, and self-possessed.

Arlyn Lee Clore
Doylestown, Pa.

French
'!bose qualities

upon

which friendship

lives.

Morning Cholly.
. "Has anybody got any gum?"
... Snack Shop at 4,J 0 ... "Have to wash my hair"
. milk stolen from the dining room ..
neat and
tidy-usually ... Uncle Louie ... cut?
"Oh, lite"
.. Clore's Contented Chicken Farm
male catalogue
Florence Walsh and Capezio
"Beep
Beep!"

Florence L. Cohen
Chemistry
A man's

Brookline, Mass.
real possession

is his memory.

"Flo" ... "Huh, what you say?" ... Sweet, kind, and
patient
.. "I must remember to tell Mel" ... unmatched capacity for keeping secrets ... but acid even
goes through shoes ...
can hear a pin drop a mile
away ... the undiscovered chemistry genius.

Julia Ann Conner
European History

Erie, Pa.

Argumerlt for a week, laughter for a
mMlth, arid a good jest forever.
"Julie"
"Let's go, troops!"
dreary Erie, the mistake by the
a sparkle
thesis-type papers
brunettes I"
superstition, thy
spout facts at a cocktail party"
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... Julie )ilters ...
lake ... stately with
... "But they marry
name is Julie ... "To
... punctuality plus.

Linda Ja Cooper
Art

Warren,

Confusio"

Ohio

now hath made his masterpiece.

Mobiles, mobiles, everywhere ... "Oh you kids just
don't understand" ... a weekend roamer to Princeton
... infirmary's healthy guest ... those mixed up situations.
. art for Cooper's sake.
. laugh, and the
world laughs with her ... extrovert ... morale booster
. lovable individualist.

Ruth

Marie

Coughlan
Milton,

French

Slill waters

fUll

Mass.

deep

"Booth"
dry, subtle humor.
"dandy" ...
details
"Tres Bon" ... "Of course I have time"
... ghost medicine ... "Good night. I've started my
homework for tomorrow"
appreciates the finer
things in life.
. heart of gold.
. her various attributes promise a bright future.
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Suzanne Root Crane
Zoology

West Hartford, Conn.

"Iis the middle of nighl by the caslle clock.
Sue
. "Did you call me Pinky?"
the photographer's dream,
Grandma and Auntie Lou ..
"Gosh, look at 'em all!" , , . "No, I'm not fifteen" ..
spontaneous giggle and crush on Navy blue . .
"Daddy's downstairs" "
"Guess who called" ..
sparkling red hair ...
Crane.

une amie, toujours ...

our Dr.

Elizabeth

D. Crawford

English

G reat N ec,k N . Y.
}fence,

loathed

Melancholy.

Liblets ... Ye old Bard of Avon
literary critic par
excellence ... "Oh horrors I"
alias "Lillian" ...
"Well, I SUppose" ... "Buy Kaine!" ... Libby's fresh
glow
bursts of enthusiasm ...
"I just love it I"
...

puns and wit extraordinarre

hospital zane . , . cheerful cure

.. residence to be

a

la Crawford.

Cynthia
European

History

Ann Crutch
Madison,

Conn.

Come what, come nwy.
Cinnie
capricious sense of humor
"Please
close your boxes quietly 1"
bridge Rend-Indian
style.
. willing ear ... listens patiently to all versions
. tailored clothes, but imp within
small and
blond, dimples flashing.
. coffee breaks, hmmm .
Emily Abbey's extraordinary
meat carver ...
mad
round of observations.

Carol Ann Daniels
Government

Profound

Stratford,

sincerity

Conn.

is the basis of character.

"Hey you people" ... our elder statesman ... a rock
of principles; a Hamlet in trivialities ... Connecticut
Yankee ... heaven in the form of bridge, tennis and
French 75s.
devoid of affectation;
abounds in
frankness.
. a perfect example of peace of mind ...
Fluff was so abused ... "You know?" ... plagued by
pressure politics.

Sarah Pinney Dawes
Sociology
And

Columbus, Ohio
love is the sweetest

thing on eartb.

"Sally" ., Sigma Chi's sweetheart ... the five-year
plan ., insomnia ... dentists and Dartmouth.
our modern Betsy Ross ... "I won't b-b-b-budge I"
...
Connecticut discovered Columbus in 1952 .
"If Jean goes, I'll go" ... goddess ... Rogue's Gallery
... sweetness full of surprises.

Jeanne Marie DeGange
Economics

New London, Conn.
Jhe charm of life is its living.

Commuter prexy.
. flair for style
matchmaker
... supply and demand
. "On the other hand it
may be pointed out that"
. eyecatcher.
. "This
year I'm going to be organized" ... out from underneath a rock . . . another committee? . . . weddings
and more weddings ... "Let's not be trite" ... couturiere.
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Diana Vernon Dow
Tarrytown,

Art

'The blush is beautiful

but sometimes

N. Y.

inconvenient.

"Di" or "Prune head"
. art
red'".
period
and no
sailboat
victions.

. . simple unaffected manner
project due tomorrow ... "My hair isn't that
. an affinity for jigsaw puzzles during exam
unselfish with her time
400 couples
music.
. new dungarees
beware in a
... "Morn in' Charlie" ... strong in her con-

Marilyn Ann Dunn
Hamden,

Sociology

50n,e thillk

Ihe

IVa rid is

Conn.

made for fUll m,d frolic.

"Mare"
"If we could only run this college!" ... ever
on time?
"Holy Hannah" ... sleeps like a log ...
giddy ditty
gasping giggles..
collegiate comic
... "Can't believe it!" ... complicated study positions
happy-go-lucky
ability for perceiving both
sides of a discussion.
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Laura Natalie Elliman
Economics

Staten Islandr
yreal~les5

consists

jn

N. Y.

qoodness.

Calm, cool and collected ... shining light of Wig and
Candle ... Circulator of good News ... "Wider margins make for longer papers]".
. Be's the beau.
"Only 48 hours till the weekend"
Surveyer of
stocks
quick wit
"You've never heard of
Staten Island?" ... naturally good anci good naturedly
natural.

Mary Elizabeth
Government

English
Norwich,

Conn.

:The end of government
is the happiness
of the governed.
Stockholder
of Connecticut
Co
government, this
ought to be clone ... sincere
baby-sitting,
1-2
.
Washington
correspondent
of Commuter's
room
.
V.GS Club ... "We'll have to enjoy ourselves durmg this vacation
Anna virum que cmlO ... banker's hours at my bank.
J~

••

Eleanor Ann Erickson
Education

West Hartford,

Conn.

'Whell a heart is full it may nm over, b,<t tbe
real f!!llness stays withill.
Ellie
. an all-encompassing
warmth
the fairhaired guardian of K.B..
contagious enthusiasm
. "You know what I mean".
. life is a theme of
joy with variations of responsibility and realism.
that certain Colgate smile
. hands hovering over
piano keys, knitting needles, or children
there's
a Ford in her future.

Sally Ann Eustis
Marblehead,

Education

Lovely,

blooming,

Mass.

fresh and gay.

"If Jean goes, I'll certainly go!" ... "Kins" ... strawberry milk
remember
the Duck and 000chess ... unification of the armed forces ... time for
coffee and a cigarette ... the children's professor ...
Semper Peratus ...
she's just our 5ally-a
Dresden
doll ... sophisticated naivete.

Alice
Psychology

Jean Fielding
Poquonnock Bridge, Conn.

7rtusic my rampart, and my only one
Of Mice and Men
. not to exceed 115 ... "But I
just fell asleep" ... from the Met. to the MetrapoIe
... The Yellow Rose of Texas ... "Do we really have
defense mechanisms?" ... University of Minnesota?
.. Wait, Christmas only comes but once a year ...
Heigh Ho, Silver, Away! ... Soccer ... oil painting
for relaxation.

Ann Hawthorne

Fisher

Philosophy

Portland, Conn.
1laugh'd

Iill

1 cried.

"Bonye" ... "It's pronounced Bonnie!" ... the travel
agent's delight.
. "Now, I think" ... deep discussions.
. "It was purely platonic"
international
tastes ... Persian rug and Scotch plaid bedspread
.
high tea
flowers and music
the laugh
.
genuine interest and friendliness
says the right
thing at the wrong moment.
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Janet Shirley
Art

Fleming
Sharon,

Mass.

1'0 si"g, to laugh, to dream.
Jan ... "Speaking of floods".
. Wha-a-at7 ... infectious laugh ... popcorn
quiet as a mouse till she
explodes around the house
artist at work
"Wait till you see Sharon"
let's change the room
around ... typical New Englander ... sentimentality
... giddy ditty ... "What a waste of manpower" ...
insatiable appetite ... sincere.

Joyce Evelyn

Fletcher

English

Procrasti"atio"

East Orange,
is the art of keepi"g

N. ].

up with yesterday.

Unconscious. sophistication ... blue sheet every night
... "College is for studying?" ... perennial predicaments . . . "What am I going to do now 7" ... the
room: den of cigs, coffee, and schemes ... dreams of
Sun and Sand
. "It's relative and significant" ...
continual music and laughter.
. "WhereJs my New

Yorker?" ...

eternal charm.
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Patricia Legge Foran
Cheshire, Conn.

Economics

'Up! 'Up! my {rielld, alld cui! your books.
Pat ... otherwise known as "Fats".

. heavy eater ..

D Day December 20
"I'm off like a great bird" .
letters to Jack at 0100
"I've got to get some work
done" ... "Ha I" ... Join the Navy and see the world
. "000, I could kill 'em!".
. left "wing" potentialities .
ciency ...

aide to nurses and bursar..
sensitive perception.

quiet effi-

•

Doris Frankenstein
History
The light that rallges through

Kenilworth, III.
all the moods thai pass.,

Dee.
. daydreams don't hinder a zest for doing .
Wand C's actress, v-p, and jack of all trades
.
decisiveness ... follow Dee and see the world. ' .
captures substance of people situations and ideas, ..
"C o Ifee anyone?" ... patronizer
r
of the blue sheet ...
"You guys" ... Iphigenia's mistress ... curiosity for
people and self stimulates conversations.

Frances
Education

Blessed

Elka Freedman
Chestnut

Hill, Mass.

are the peace-make/Os all earlh.

A smile that discloses
"But I do inhale"
those
repetitive phone calls
"He's a nice boy"
practice teaching and guaranteed success ... "To tell you
the truth" ...
intellectual scurry
Santa Claus of
odds and ends
. endless patience, kindness, and
understanding.
. her courage and calm acceptancea fine example for all.

Janet Louise
Chemistry

Frost
Beverly, Mass.

She slallds 0" her tiptoes 10 touch the stars;
alld she may eveN at/ail! them.
"Frostie"
Snow bunny on the slopes ... "Oh, you
kids I"
Sorrni's soccer sidekick ... backstage chief
cook and bottle washer ...
"Doesn't anyone own a
green rug?" ... captivating smile.
chern talk.
plenty of light on the subject
modesty, sincerity
and depth.

Joan Donna Gaddy
Economics

Marblehead,

Mass.

[is ten ; you may be allowed to hear my
laughter from a cloud.
Playing Jacks
alias Louella Parsons _ .. everything
comes in threes
"I'll go, too, if Jean goes" ...
bulletin board fantasia _ . _ a lonely little herb in an
onion patch ...
famous for inhaling ice-cream ...
found vogue in Filene's basement.
_ . infectious giggle
and vivacity.

Marie Louise Garibaldi
Economics

Weehawken,

N. ].

'Few thi"gs are impossible to diligence and skill.
With whom discriminating people congregate ... enthusiastic and erudite
.. playing the angles ..
a
stranger across a crowded room ... a practical mind
and a light heart ... adds an 'uman touch to the lawr
. . . a ready smile and spontaneous giggle . _ . versatility of da Vinci.
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Margaret Haydee Gentles
Child Development

A lady of beauty

Westfield,

N. ].

and high degree.

Margie ...
"Oh, I'll never be ready on time"
bolted doors and sleeping signs ... lady of leisure.
a kind and gentle heart ... many males, each one fails
... "Oh wee, it's an experience" ... from giggles to
glamour and back again ... one of the Merry Maidens ... genuine charm.

Suzanne

Carol Gerher
Baltimore, Md.

Economics

Curiosity

aHd a vigorous

milld.

Suzie ...
the lady has the cutest personality
"yayuh".
. Baltimer blues ..
have you seen the
latest pictures? ... dynamic and devilish
"Do ya
Love it?" ... an air of self-assurance
unpredictable as a business cycle ... abounds in originality ..
insatiable appetite for knowledge and peppermint-stick
ice-cream.
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Barhara Lyons Givan
Pittsburgh, Pa.

French
Bea"tif"l

faces are those that wear
whole-souled honesty.

"Gig".
. personnalite parfaite
always loyal to the
Lord Jeffs ... twisted coiffure
conscientious ... a
memo for every move
. collect calls at 2,00 a.m.
from Gene Autry ... a sentence a second ... almost
gave up that French for physical science..
"But I
just can't finish that fifth plate of food!" .1 .. beauty
within and without.
I

Gayle
Spanish

Marblehead, Mass.
A su"beam

-"

Greenlaw

in a winters

day.

"Greenie"
. patience and fortitude ...
"If Jean
goes, I'll go!" ...
Donkey-bote ... "Ye-e-ea" ...
Alice Blue Greenlaw.' .. "Antone I'm embarrassed!"
. . . the cyclops . . . an upside-down M . . . Peter,
Peter, pumpkin-eater ... Henry J clutched ... our
chimney schwiff ...
boundless contributions.

Jane Carolyn
Education

Greenwood
Washington, D. C.

Cbarms slrike Ibe sigbt, b"t merit wi"s tbe 50,,1.
"Janie" ... determined to learn bridge before graduation
"Unley the roomley" .. fluctuates from
"Oh ag" to "diveen"
delightfully disorganized
.. traveling term papers
wonderful warmth ...
known for "]. Rip and Van Winckle ... stately beauty
... "Mrs. McClaren says" ... trains and luggage the
bane of her existence.

Judith Gregory
Religion
A place for euerytbing

Perrysburg, Ohio
a"d everytbing

i" its place.

Judy ... "Gregor" ... a natural athlete who rarely
participates in group athletics ... "Oh, Sadness l"
.
squirrels ... "But I couldn't have gained weight"
.
that yellow towel ... "Help!" ..
we must get organized .
"Who's waking us up tomorrow?" ...
light-footed ... "Turn off the radiator" ... she's grinning again.

Patricia Grossman
Psychology

Brookline,

Mass.

We need the comrade heart that understands.
Patty ... so many men ... "Meet you on the train"
... those Afty-minute naps before dinner ... sophistication and charm ... fugitive from the psych lab? ...
Mr. Anthony in a pink nightie
"Do you mind if I
use you for an exper-iment ?"
a new sparkle on
the left hand ... the philosophical
outlook.

.'

Faith Gulick
Tuckahoe,

Music

o

body swayed

N. Y.

10 music.

All the world's a movement or a melody ... life in a
leotard ... Beowulf vase, and teapots full of ivy
.
dancing in the bathroom instead of counting sheep
.
neat as a pin around the clock ... the radiator turns
on towards the Strider's house.
faithful listener,
serious organizer
. the sun always shining 'round
her.
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Joyce Gurian
French

Colchester,

To thine ownself

Conn.

be true.

Joy ... mademoiselle de Paris ... miniature model of
precision ... "Everything
happens to me".
. highpowered prescriptions.
. keen intelligence and deep
understanding
joining Yale faculty wives
"little one" ... joie de vivre ... Don Juan, or was it
Dam Juan? .
a potent combination of vitality and
sincerity.

Deborah
History

Straw Gutman
Wilkes-Barre,

Pa.

The deeper the ma,,·s soul the "lOre he loves.
Debby ..
assurance and poise. . . explorer in the
intellectual, adventurer in life
her beauty a joy.
no one could look so innocent
"Really?" ... the
deep tones ... "But we really did run out of gas!" ...
Nantucket nostalgia ... deep respect for the individualist ... strength to lead and faith to follow ... the
guiding light in our Acropolis.
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Margot
Government

Ann Harper
Madison, N. ].

Alld ,"ade a sUllshille ill the shadie place.
Those five-minute trips and six-minute naps ... able
and willing class president ... candy concession .
sympathetic understanding from within ... deep sentimentalist ... wise night owl ... "Nobody listens to

me" ... one of the three Merry Maidens.
day I'll And an endless moment."

"Some-

Jean Elizabeth

Harris

Art

Denver, Colo.
Some

Ihings are of that nalure as
one's fancy chuckle.

10

make

Jeanie ... "How delightful 1" ... the art problem ...
"I'm through with men" ... United wings to Denver
"One way to Boston, please" ... backward psychology ... sh-h-h, Jeanie's sleeping..
"Our dear
Cambridge, say have ye not seen us walkinz every
(Iay.0" ". s hades of blue room ... thought 0punctuated by giggles. . just a sip-and another toast.

Ann Hathaway
Longmeadow, Mass.

American History

'Nolhillg

so 1V0rih doing as simply messlllg
about 1/1 boals.

Commodore ... "No, no, not ropes, lines!".
. diminutive and gay.
. "It's all over, finished"
.. "What
about this perspective?".
. forceful and determined
"My heart's in the highlands"
. a sixth sense
for phone calls ... "But history is a story!" ... "How
fabulous !"

:,

Jane Marian Haynes
History

lJeep dOIVII In our hearls,

Braintree, Mass.

lVe have a feeliug

for you.

Janie ... C C's ambassador at large, now and always
"You forgot to water our plants"
loves life
and lives life
skiing-water
or snow.
canvas
and melody ... her own interior decorator ... one of
the Nantucket worshipers ... her sparkle reveals that
bit of the devil
the kind they all want to marry.

(

Janet Kay

Heim

Economics
As full of spirit as the month

Cranford, N. ].
of :May.

Mischief and monkey shines ... "I can't afford it!"
Alabama jubilee ... the doctor's dilemma
"Hey,
Miss Cay 1".
. mask-raid at East House
Fort
Lauderdale, Princeton, Houston, Norfolk
a rosey
future ... cartwheels on campus ... "No, I can't go"
... with a smile as big as Texas.

Janice Helander
Music

Plainville, Conn.
1 keep my countenance
7 rema;" self-possessed.

Morning, Cholly ... "I made the coffee"
cut >
"Yuk, yuk I"
treks to Holmes Hall
Jan the ;~Il
... twitch!
"I dint do it, Ollie did ': .. angelic in
1~ok5f but evil weevil ... Freuncla! ... green hair.
big, black gangster car
perennial chuckle .
human joke book.
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Mary
Child Development

Anderson

Hinsch
Cincinnati,

)\Jaw for a madcap galloping chase!
1'11 make a commotion
in every place

Ohio

I

Mary Ann ... bargains ... all in the superlative.
"But all my friends in Cincinnati have left college"
... a lover of practical jokes ... I hate people who... "How could you forget my birthday?".
. she's
performing again.

Frances

Lee Hoffenberg

Philosophy

Baltimore, Md.

:Jhe mirth of Stili-split

c1otlds.

"Hi, doll!"
walking around The Pond
"You
better quit it"
caviar chocolates from K-B
ever
a mischievous gleam in her eyes ... a china figurine
...
''I'll go if Jean goes" ..
smokey rug and tarcovered afghan
sweetness and sparkle
.. "Bye
now,"
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Elise Bessie Hofheimer
American History

Norfolk, Va.

1ier ways are ways of pleasant"ess,
all bel' patbs are peace.

and

The magic touch of the organ-grinder ... missed her
cue ... Southern refinement .
Bach
"If Jean
goes, I'll go" ... youngest graduating senior ... "l'd
no more clo it than fly to New Guinea tomorrow!"
...

a portrait of a lady ...

green medicine ...

a para-

dox of pride and humility.

Barbara Jane Hostage
English

Hamden, Conn.
:He wbo laugbs, lasts.

"Host" ... oh, that Hostage humor ... a ring on each
hand.
. next stop, Seattle ... faithful choir member
... Aunt Barbara ... things done as they should be
done ... fencing a la Fairbanks
a deep apprecia·
non for stimulating courses
Ave o'clock phone
calls ... radiates her happiness.

Amalie
Music

Maxon Hugh.es
Altoona, Pa.

Jhe hand, the head and the heart go together.
"Ami" ... tramp, tramp, tramp ... "Hey you guys!"
... a sensitive taste beneath a vivacious manner.
she's OUf country girl.
. courage of her convictions
Sampson ...
exotic colors ..
always bobbing
around ... "Huggies" ... as whimsical as a capriccio
realizes life's meaning through music.

Marilyn Helen Hurd
Education

Mount

Dfe is not life at all without

Carmel,

Conn.

delight.

The eternal optimist ... femininity personiAed ... a
quiet charm .. "Any new games for kindergarten?"
. a Dorothy Dix to her friends.
10,30 curfew
never met yet.
. genuine interest in people . _ .
chartered member of the Gretchen society
six
"Rich" years ...
a twinkle in her eye and a sparkle
on her Anger.

Barbara Ann Jenkinson
Psychology
'From every

Point Pleasant, N. ].
blush

left thousand

little graces spring.

"Boobara" ... Point's answer to Esther Williams .
whiz on the athletic field, belle on a dance floor .
old math teachers never fade away ... an even-tempered red-head with a song in her heart ... the "great
compromiser" ... even analyzes psychology ... deep
sensitivity

Jacqueline Lloyd Jenks
English

Crosse Pointe, Mich.
1ho"ght keeps pace with the
day a perpet"a! mon1i"g

"Jackie"
editorial?"
arts ...

S!<J1,

"What would you like to read in an
echoes of Jenks ... frustrated by the

"That's divine!"

a model's sophistication

. tales of Harbor Beach
intense moods ... tea
and sympathy ... on and off Broadway ... advertiser's friend.
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. timely cleverness.

cloaked

by a mischievous

manner.

Elizabeth Ann Johnson
Sociology

J dreamt a dream

New Haven, Conn.
I

'What call it meall)

"Bets"
archer par excellence ...
"Oh, how I
suffer"
Vermont summers and Cuban winters ...
Bounding Bets and her castanets.
. "It's sooo cold"
. effervescent ... a faculty for impersonations ...
"Hi there, I'm John" ... just strummin' along ... Hajji
Baba.
. "The bliss of life is sleep"
personality
plus warmth.

..

,/

Suzanne [ohrision
Sharon, Pa.

French

Happy

as the daisies Ihal dallce her way.

"Suzie".
. "Heavens to Bevins" ... infectious giggle
... the medic fan ... sudden interest in anatomy ...
extemporaneous
. ukulele strummer .. , welcome
mat on her door
.. Brubeck and bridge.
the
fortune teller ... understanding listener ... sincerity,

her middle name.
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Millicent Kavanaugh
Riverside,

French
1here are whole veins

0/

Conn.

diamonl1s in thine eyes.

"Millie" ... long lashes and twinkling eyes ... "Oh
darn that buzzer again" ..
under the bridges of
Paris

conscientious

worker . . . 11 :50 to New

Haven.
. another story from my sketchbook ..
"Tea and cookies anyone?"
. mono and Monte
Carlo ... Irish determination ... life as a fancy free
as a bird.

Louise Anne Keddie
European History

Worcester, Mass.
[over

of idle hours.

Massachusetts "chahm" ... romantic realist ... "Shut the door, there's a draft" ... dreams of
Sun. and Sand ... Semper Fidelis
"I'm conternplatmg same brilliant profundity I"
"We've got to
work now r ea 11y " '" 3 a.m. b ull sessions, noon f1S~
.
mgs
intellectually inquisitive ... calm vivacity.
"Lou" ...

.

I

Diane Calvert Kirkbright
Bronxville, N. Y.

Art
Divi"ely
"Di" ...
curls

tall a"d most divi"ely fair.

slender sophisticate ...

clothes, clips, and

never mixed, always matched ..

second

only to Rip Van Winkle ... "Eh, couldn't care less"
.. weekends start on Thursday, end on Tuesday ...
"Great!"
.. constantly rearranging rogue's gallery
. sense and sensibility.

Marilyn Ellin Kirschner
European History

Teaneck, N. J.

:The best is yet to be.
"Just call me Gretchen" ... "sh-h, siesta time"
mock legislature..
"ah so" ... "And there I was
gazelling about" ... I.R.C's capable publicity chairman ... "Sonofagun we have big fun" ... brilliance
beneath zany antics .. "Is that poison ivy?" ...
the quality of giving.

Beverly

Jane Lawson

Psychology

1 feel around

Braintree, Mass.

tne things

1 cannot

see.

Bev ...
"Could
you die!" ...
Nantucket on New
Year's.
. that Ii'l ol' Chevy.
. silly bug ... lull 01
lun and laney Iree ... "Don't panic!" ... angel and
pixie ...
knows what Lola wants ... recognized by
a big grin 01 happiness ... hard worker 01 the Comman's Room contingent.

Dorothy Anne Lazzaro
Spanish

Winchester, Mass.

Each effort expe>lded for the sake of people
will be blessed.
Dottie.
. spontaneity that animates all those around
. beautiful brown eyes ... first in line at lunch time
. "I love 'em all"
. warmth 01 her heart in the
radiance 01 her smile ... that villa in Spain ... K. B.
date bureau.
. "my Massashoots"
. ask and it is
done
gaiety on the surface, profundity
beneath
. "You'll never walk alone."
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Marian Elizaheth
European History
']\,/0

o/'Ie

·kJlows what he

Lend
New London, Conn.

Call

do ~mtil he

tries.

Grey-faced one ... "I don't get it" ... "Who's going
to the Library 0"
Mother Superior
songbird
of the Commuters' Room ... knows all
pizza.
Bridge 3-4 .
Pres. of the V.C.5. Club
"Who's
staying up here tonight?".
. summers at lLj.'s .
Hi teach I ... "Maybe"
wedding bells have broken
up that old gang of mine
"Have the symbols been
ground ?"

Irma Judith Levine
Mathematics

To frie"dship

Brookline,

every burdell's

Mass.

light.

Inn,
,"Hey,
you all" , , ' from Chopin to Bumble
Boogie, , . daily treks to Holmes Hall, , , junior year
abroad 0 , , . our life-saver" , , "splash" . , , "They're
50-0-0 precious
... midnight oil, genius at work ...
"I've just gotta write some letters tonight"
perfectionist ...
the integral of warmth, sincerity and
benevolence to the nth power,
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Marjorie Lewin
New York, N. Y.

Mathematics
)Wast powerful

is he who has hinlself in ~is power.

Margie.
. the tailored coed.
. weekends begin on
Wednesday, end with roast beef on Sunday night.
woman of decision.

. look under the second sweater

on the left hand side in the third drawer
in her interests

OUf

candid cameraman

selective
"Ten-

nis anyone?"
what happened on the night of February 30th last year? .. "Anyone going t9 Fanning?"
. perpetual Secret Santa.

Ann Lindsley
Child Development
She speaketh

not,

Short Hills, N.
and yet there
in her eyes.

J.

lies a conversatlo"

The Ann of Anne and Ann ...
Fair haired and a
sunny disposition ... the only blues she has are "Yale
Blues" . . . Conscientious in her comfy chair ...
genuine ... "Oh those kids are so cute" ... curiosity
-intellectual?
otherwise? ... organized for efficiency
.... , Dean's best friend
keeps an even keel through
hfe s changing tides
'Tis but the beginning of life.

Jill Benedict Long
Art

New York, N. Y.

:The peace of eveJli"g

iu

yOll, qlliel ways.

The hostess with the mostest ... half hour telephone
conversations ... "I'm exhausted".
. Hail Britannia
. "Let's do the dishes" ... member of the P.E.A.
. one of the Three Disgraces ... "But I really can't
paint"
where did you get those beautiful blue
eyes? ... generosity ... helpfulness.

Gloria Dawn MacArthur
Chemistry

Flint, Mich.

'What is to come we know not,
but w'hat has been is good,
Skip .. , "Hi fats I" , , , chocolate .. , that inimitable
voice of excitement ... "Have one" ... busy buzzer
. , . coffee and sleeping pills .. ' "Has anyone put the
water on?" ... papers, cookies, and letters from home
. , perfume .. , Vat 69 and a weak martini ... five
days of lab and away we go .. , "See if it fits" . , .
eager listener, .. badminton.

Anne

Keenan

New Bedford, Mass.

French
Little

friend

''This is no hotel!"
go" .
flapper girl
..

vibrant

Mahoney

imagination

of all the world.
devoon ... "If Jean goes, I'll
"You're not a well dragon!"
. . . «I was just saying to

mother the other day" ... a tall tale for a short story
... champagne personality ... bans jambes ... joie
de vivre.

Peggy Joy
Sociology

Mark
New York, N. Y.

7here are a few things more exciting to me
than a psychological reason.
"Yummy!" ..
Peg-of-our-hearts ... the essence of
Love ... "The Supreme Court is the final-arbiter of
the land" ... Wolfgang Stringfellow ... her premonitions come true ...
Challen, Ann, Skunk ie, and
Wuffie ... :'If Jean goes, I'll go" ... cat naps ... a
warm heart and dry, quiet humor.
. girlish dignity
and grace ... beautifully sentimental.
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Suzanne
English

Martin
Lake Forest,

III.

You, madam, are the elernal humorist.
Moe.
." Morning, Cholly" ... "I'll do the dishes"
... "I can't get everything in my reticule!" ... cut?
. "Hi, lambchop".
. "I just LOVE water"
exercises to Beethoven's Ninth ...
"Oh, I'm so fat
and ugly"
jolly and jumping
. know a good
recipe: cold tomato soup and sour cream.

Marilyn Anne Mason
Zoology
Commol'!

New Hartford,

Conn.

sense is tbe genius of our age.

"Oh gee, I really don't know".
. only 59 hours of
lab this semester ... woolens by CGA ... Yale reception with an Oriental flavor ... waiting for D-day.
quiet and unassuming ... domesticity and Dwight ...
a perfect future.
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Janet McCabe
Psychology

Wilton, Conn.

She grasps the skirts of happy chance
mid bears the blow of circumstance.
jannie .

"Can you believe it?" ...

campus ...

mischievous sparkle in her blue eyes ...

queen of the

"He's such a dear" ... frenzied by Freud ... she was
going to study
a helping hand for anyone ... "So
long, Oolong"
asphyxiating permanents
.. she
laughs and the world laughs with her.

Mary Margaret McNamara
American History

'Nobody

New London. Conn.
loses all of the time.

Summers from playground to Pentagon.
. peanut
butler crackers and cokes
long treks across campus to Woodworth house
regular reunions with
the gang
.. new philosophical ideas.
. Monday
night classes all the time
MMMM ... storehouse
of Wilbur Cross material
hate to climb four flights
of stairs ... run up to hill and late for eight o'clock
class every time ... "It's cold."

Iris Melnik
Government

Backward, turn backward,
"l-Babe" ...

White Plains, N. Y.

0 1ime ill your flight.

"Hey Dee, let's go" ... ever-ready smile
... "But I really have to study tonight"
no, not
Thomas Aquinas.
. the CD, where else?
"He's
so cute" .
skating on East House roof
it was
only 13 ... "Don't fall out that window, Emma" ...
"See, I can be serious and intellectual!" ... did you
say chocolate candy?

Joan Frances Mikkelson
Government

Manhasset,

True wit is nature to advantage

N. Y.

dressd.

Mikkel.
. Grendel and the little troll
. Sorbonne
and soirees ... enthusiastic ... "Oh you kids" .
ready for adventure ... major Mascot marauder ..
genuineness.
. level head beneath the laughter.
one of the three Merry Maidens ... Daddy long legs
.. passion for politics ...
"Mikkel loves you!"
capable and conscientious.

Marcia
Zoology
Strongest

Chamberlain

Mills
Easton, Conn.

minds are often those of whom
the noisy world hears least.

Mush
.. anatomy lesson.
. Connecticut's bid for
the Olympics ... "Guten tag, Herr Smith."
coffee
ice cream, butterscotch

sauce, and peanuts

burlap

bulletin board ... immortal khakis and those "lovely"
sweat shirts
" ever willing, always ready.
"a
place for everything, and everything in its place."

•

T

Margaret Rogers Moore
History of Art
1 can resist everything

Westerly, R. I.
but temptation.

Miggs ... I am, but I am-s-oh, but wouldn't it be nice
to dig a tunnel through an apple pie?
trust or
mistrust? ... shocking opportunist ... sleeping with
a book in her hand ... "How do you spell -?" ...
What is it i-a modern picture ... "Why can't I take
my own advice?".
. she's laughing again.
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•I

Andorah

Morrison

Psychology

Montclair,

N. ].

Xindness is wisdom.
Andi
always ready to offer a helping hand or
sympathetic ear ... conversational and coordinational
faux pas ... caffein and nicotine ... capacity to spark
any activity she's connected
with . . . IRC, ICC,
W&C ... Creme de Menthe at 1 a.m. ..
"At least
my coat is going out"
psych. in Heidelberg ...
half mast eyes till 10 a.m
many depths that can
be penetrated.

Edith Fay Mroz
German

White Plains, N. Y.

gaiety

of flowers.

Sparkling eyes, reserved, warm ...
"a little piece of
happiness"
a walk outside and a sprig of green in
her room
she builds a world of her own-with
clay, words, or a brush, and lately with a camera ...
for others she makes reality a dream, for Winfried
she makes happiness reality.
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Prudence Murphy
\X!iaterbury, Conn.

Child Development
ret 'He win or lose
Prudy.

willJ

a regular smile.

. impulsive in action and firm in conviction

. "Just 86 days till -".
. trips to Florida without
a tan .. easy spark of friendship developed into
sympathy, accompanied by helpfulness ... sailing trophies from C.L.P .... never an idle moment between
the stage, the air, and the nursery school ... meets
life squarely ... "I love Parris."

Elaine Marie Nelson
Home Economics

West Hartford, Conn.

The world turns aside to let any man pass
who k.nows whither he is going.
She's revived the Stone Age ... nifty, neat, and nice
. . . cookies from home . . . efficiency expert ...
THINK.
. Daddy's girl ... a helping hand is readily
avaIlable.
. "This stuff is corruption i"
pleasingly
hon,~rable ... abounds in generosity
"I'm soaknlus . .. July 30th ... common sense book sense,
p us nonsense

...

lovely appearance.

'

Jeanne Norton
Government

Rumson, N. ].

Some feeli"gs are to mortals give",
with less of earth i" them thall heavell.
"Coffee anyone?"
Genuine interest in people ..
plaid vest songster
ready willingness to help others
... Terry, Fats Waller, and the crew.
. that capering
cactus
conscientious
. "Now, ladies"
the
sacred monkey welcomes the throng.
sparkles on
her Finger, stars in her eyes.

Amelia
English

Noyes
Poquonnock

'Knowledge comes, but wisdom

Bridge, Conn.

lingers.

Mela ... tall and poised
. one of the leotard clan
... her little red M.G ....
Cronins ..
Harvard, and
so close to Tufts ... came to us from Bates
.. our
capable social chairman.
. creativity ... by-lines for
art exhibition articles ...
fashions in Vogue
.. behind and on the scenes for Five Arts
.. Boston or
New York?
"If winter comes, can Spring be far
behind ?"

Adele

Olmstead
Longmeadow, Mass.

French
Paris, man coeur

.

Dolly ...
Madame la presidente du Cercle [rancais
letters from Tunisia ... "I just know I'll Hunk"
.. circles versus boxes.

,_, quiet and sincere ... New

England effervescence
"I'm not even on the chart"
... coffee at all hours
excursion trips to New York
... "Would you mind posing for me?" ... shorthand
after twelve . . . that picture on the desk.

Marian Jean Pentz
European History
Sbe ,"ade a tbousal,d

Westfield, N. ].
friends.

"I'm going l" ... Jean, just our great white mother ...
Neki.
. a rolling moose gathers no stones ... Miss
IBM ...
Gaiety, wit, effervescence . . . the Shoe
Petered off the Roof onto the Mount ... Sea-breezes
on her 21st ... black paint ... spontaneous and genuine interest in everyone.
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Carolyn Pfeifer
Sociology

Little Rock, Ark.

Cbarms strike tbe sigbt, but merit wins tbe soul.
"But we're just good friends" ... P-F-E-I-F-E-R .
for the sake of the game a toe was lost!
"Marie,
how am I going to carry my suitcase?" ... fractured
by French ... "Dad Gum I" ... southern hospitality
.. "birds do it" ... Woo Pig Sooie! ... "You all, I
~ot the craziest letter" ... sensational perception.
warm smile and a big heart.

Esther Carole Pickard
Philosophy

Scarsdale, N. Y.

A good milld possesses a killgdom.
An idealist
"Gre-e-at l" ... her laugh rings clear at
midnight
"If Jean goes, ]'11go" ... Esther in Wonderland
a Ackle-hearted, real live girl ... beautiful, beautiful daydreams ..
rare perseverance and
creativity ... she's our Cecil B. DeMille ... a goddess,
a genius-we love her.
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Cynthia Korper Porter
Zoology

West Hartford, Conn.
01 'Tbis learning, wbat a tbing

it

is'

Cynny ... property Ll.S. Army.
. early a.m. hunting trips.
. the patience that pays off ...
"Jack
hasn't gotten his orders yet" ...
to the stables for
mail ... of course Army will win ... physical therapy's loss ... "But [ like Zoo." ... determination plus
.. Lt. and Mrs.

Satu Repo
Philosophy

Helsinki, Finland
'The beauty

of a butterfly's

wing.

Our Finnish Product ... "No, I'm not thirteen" ...
but Toronto really isn't so far away ... "Hasn't he
divine eyes?" ... "Yes, it's naturally blond". . always

the welcome

recipient

of a dime

. aspiring

authoress ... never can find her belongings ... goes
from aesthetics to philosophy ... lovely to look at and
lovely to know.

Judy Reycroft
Sociology

Fairfield, Conn.

:How far tbat litlIe cmldle tbrows its beallls.
Golf enthusiast.
blond bombshell
more than
willing listener ... HI can't believe it" ... mood music
... more bounce to the ounce ... Rec. Hall solicitor
.. a willing party goer
exuberant ... "Is he over
5'1 ?" ... character parts
friends among all swimming pool showers.
. "If I had a brain I'd be dangerous"
.. Judd.

Nancy

Stewart

Roberts
New London,

Spanish

Strengtb

tbrougb

Conn.

Joy

Will graduate on her 23rd wedding anniversary; 23rd
month, that is
VGS Club ... Air Mail from Keflavik, Iceland
"I dreamed I was practice teaching
in -" ... movie fan ... "Like a ride in the Chariot >"
... has a favorite nightwatchman
fun loving and
high goals ... La Senora Roberts
"Oh, the paradox of Time!"

Joyce Robin
Government

Hempstead, N. Y.

'Her style and her sentiments are her own.
Rob
. Adlai's aide
"I don't know beans" .
world.shaking walk
Le Penseur ... "Deliver me
from a blind date forever" ... unfinished sentences
. . . "You know what I mean!" ... a modest way, a
friendly smile ... The Gibson Girl ... open drawers
... "Did you get 25 across?" ... steadfast friend ...
inherited Julie's jitters.

Jane 1. Roesler
English

Plandome, N. Y.
A heart as soft, a heart as kind,
a heart as sound and free.

Janie
fun?" ...

. "I've always been practical, but isn't this
now be reasonable-it's

two against one, ..

it's safer in the middle ... "No, I must study" ...
"This room looks like Grand Central Station" . . . a
wide horizon, but a bit confused
can't stand this
mess ... "Oh, that house party"
she's giggling
again.
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Jacquelyn D. Rose
Art

East Norwich,

:F0 know

her is

10

N. Y.

love her.

]aki ... an Air Force fledgling
Captain's hat and
green eyes.
. The Red Shoes
Art 11-12, Study
in Nausea
.. "Arg" ... which Bob this time? .
"Don't speak to me before breakfast i". . sweetness
and laughter.
"You just don't understand art majors [" ... a free ticket on the Iberia airlines ... Scrabble during exams
little man on buzzer.

Suzanne Rosenhirsch
Economics

New York, N. Y.

:Fhose thai love the world serve it in actiol/.
Skip ... lively and fun ... new man a minute ... her
Renaissance in Italy..
future holds ticker tape ...
loaded with potential ... the baritone ... unique egg
diets
frantic ed. meetings ..
unconfirmed tea totaler
uneconomical economist ... senior major in
gym
. her travels span the globe.
. Grade A in
consideration and sincerity ... unbounded energy ...
her opinions are valued highly.
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Judith Marcia Rosoff
Harnden, Conn.

Spanish

J"he sea at "IlIsel doth refiecil.
Judy ...

our walking stream of consciousness ...

hear music".

. Bermuda Rum, Stowe, California,

"I
or

London.
the blond bombshell.
. unpredictable
... athlete-professor-or?
. philosophical paradox
. insatiable intellect and appetite.
. sunshine and
sincerity ...

inspiration to her many friends.

\
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Daphne Dahl Rowe
History

Bristol, Conn.

We are here to add what we can to [ife.
Dee,,' .. "What can I bring you guys from home?"
. .. Oh, that green car" ... "What would I do without my twelve o'clock permissions" ... grinders ...
the
. t tri
"E College Diner . . . "But we ' re JUS
nen d"5 ."
xams? What are they?"

Ora Beth Ruderman
Government

Fall River, Mass.

71Jho mixed rea50" with plea511re ",Id wisdom
with mirlh.
Beth.
a treasured friend with a sincere heart ...
«Bridge or cake breakers, anyone?" ... creates nothing less than a masterpiece
a sophisticated air
coupled with a mischievous twinkle
Rockaway
Blues for her boo ... gifted tongue and agile mind ..
recipe for straight A's, extended weekends and snack
shop marathons ... the Ensign says, "June 17."

Cyvia R.

Russian
New Haven, Conn.

Art

1 had a dream which was

Hal

all a dream.

"My Funny Valentine".
. contagious giggle.
. the
bass of the Conn Chords ...
"Oh, he's a Bronze
Adonis)" ... poetry in private ... Matisse's successor at c.c.
"Anybody
want a rye crisp?" ...
Baltimore bound.
. there'll be a doctor in the house
. anything from the "Ink Spots" to the "Pathetique"
. ever-present effervescence.

Alexandra
History

Ryburn
Vera Beach,Fla.

1 qc tc encounter for the millionth time
the reality of experience.
Sandy ... "Ye Gods, my Lord honey" ... gymnastics
...
"Do you really think so?"
"It's 50 cold in
here"
.. half hour phone calls
Sophie Tucker's
rival
"What do I think about men?" ... the converted
citrus and sun ... "Oh really, dear" .
"I hate decisions?"
.. she's smiling again.

Nancy Ann Sandin
Home Economics

Haddam Neck, Conn.

1hat bell invites me.
Nan.
hours of lab and music practice
quiet
manner ... "Bill's coming" ... those phone calls at
5 ,30-the staff of life ... hours to dress ... perpetual
usher ... home, sweet home ... candid and capable,
serene and silly ... Emily Abbey first ...
likes to
study.
career girl? ..
join the Choir and meet
people.
. "House meeting at ten" ... with a smile.
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Sally Curtiss Sauer
Education

Rochester, N. Y.

A friend who knows,

and dares to say.

Our gal Sal! ... our own Goren ... globetrotter .
Army brat _ .. author of our latest joke book .
Winthrop School . . . "Those kids are bigger and
smarter than I am" ... dynamic debater ... powerful
pixie ...

friendliness and sincerity in abundance ...

always dependable ... no hot "rod" for me, I want
a Volkswagon ... sweetest "Sour" we know!

Sheila Betty Schechtman
Education

New Britain, Conn.

yood things come in small packages.
"She-bet" ... "Sure, baby" ... but it doesn't match
... "Oh, those summers"
I have a cottage ... 3 R's
"What do I do now?"
roomie ... "Kids, I'm
cracking up!" ... game time-"I am tall, I am short"
... "What are you going to do when the clam bake
is over?" ... a friend in need and a smile for all.
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Joyce Schlacht Scher
Zoology

Brooklyn, N. Y.

1" the figure of a lamb the feats of a lion.
Yale banner 5' x 5' ... modern, fully equipped carrel
. there must be insight into this problem ... heart
in California ... Chairman of Science Conference ...
collects bugs and other little things ... thirty-two adolescent problems..
fourth-floor sky ranch ... tea
time ... a kingdom for a schedule ... pizza at Carlo's
.. a roommate with a smile ...

there is nothing we

can't solve together.

Marilyn Marie Schutt
Education
Come back and bring the summer

Saginaw, Mich.
in your eyes.

Mert ... "Oh, you girrrls l" ... and that smile ...
'House Beautiful always On hand
enthusiasm plus
... "What does Goren say?"
so organized she
:!oesn't know what to do next
School Marm ...
"Yes, uh, hmm "
always, ALWAYS, busy.
.
Out at State"
a 'Normal girl.

Suzanne Rita Schwartz
Sociology

Brooklyn, N. Y.
'}IIo

Sue

I·hought without phosphorus.

sentimentally yours ... a song for every oc«MY name is Hester Prynne" ... a flare
for histrionics
.. Aristot-ul and bott-ul
Avagadro's enemy ... noted for her warm and gregarious
nature ... lively expressive eyes and a heart of gold
... sensitive to the problems of the world ... there is
a tree ... loves those bums!
casion

Heidi Schweizer
History
1 shall endeaDor to en tiDe" morality

Wilmette, 111.
with wit.

Heidi ... "Voulez-vous-v-oh, I forgot!" ... "That's
terribly tempting" ... "There's just a small package
outside, could you help me?"
proper, but-oh!
... the art of straight-faced wit
"just a little bite"
... why are there inhibitions? .. she's beaming again.

Katrina Margaret Seipp
Middleburg, Va.

History
'Naturally

nice, and nicely natural.

Trina
agent for the Tigertones ... "What is this
kick?"
summers in Maine ... flair for writing ...
bare-foot gal ... a dress for every occasion ... pirouettes at midnight ... her cupboard's never bare ...
"Could be worse, but I don't see how" ... most generous ... always willing to help.

Ruth C. Shea
English
Tho"gh

WashingtlDn Depot, Conn.
pleased

Ruthie ...

10 walch the
1 l1JiHd my (vay.

diOIPhi"S play,

"But it's not near any place!" ... love of
"I've got a dog named Rover" ...
long walks in the rain ...
"Quiet, here come the
French Horns"
knocks down dhain of signs in
New London
"wuh-wuh" ... friendly arguments
... bright lights over the river. .

science remains ...
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Joy Faith Schechtman
Sociology

West Hartford, Conn.

111 the dew of little things the heart finds its morning.
"Yus" ... frank gaiety ... Puerto Rico in the Spring
... tee for two ... "Corne now, ladies" ... fashion
connoisseur ... "Just a few hands till seven o'clock"
... memorable March hare ... apricots, term papers,
and argyles ... air mail stamps ... multitude of interests promises a wonderful and full life ahead.

Harriet Ann Shurdut
Spanish

Chestnut Hill, Mass.

J-ler very frowns are fairer far than smiles
of other maidens are.
"Moon" ... bullfights in Madrid ... afternoon naps
... "Look how long my hair is getting" ... confusion
by phone ... "Got any food?" ... classic remarks ...
"So said the queen" ... emptying ashtrays ... "Poor
little robin" ... warm of heart-gay of spirit.

III

Janice Lee Simone
History
Twixt

Hawthorne, N. ].
Iwo exlremes of passion, joy and grief,
burst smilingly.

"Ginger"
"Would you just listen to this?"
"Pusan to Parris Island" ... Roger and out ... Bobbi
brunette and Bathroom Barber
giddy ditty ...
eat here, diet home ... l'il mother
welcome smile
whether coming or going.
. Ted Harvard from
Brown ... "Rise above it."

Carol Ann Simpson
European History
Cheerfulness
"Sirnmie"
~rown Bear

Wilmington, Del.

keeps up a kitld of daylight
"Providence,
"Doesn't

operator"
anyone

in tbe m'"d.
...

the big

want to advertise

:~ the c.c. News?"
her mischievous laugh ...
Oversleep, Carol?"
sentimental ... always hungry ... the tailored woman ... "How am I ever going
to Jearn how to cook>" ... naive ... "I'm lonesome"
... expert on causes of W. W. II.

Betty Ann Smitll
Education

yo ye [herefore,

Noank,

Conn.

arid leach alll1atiollS.

"B.A."
that dry wit
her 24 angels in the first
grade
"Now children I"
Club ... "Cross
Over the Bridge"-twice
a day.
. from Skippers'
Dock to s'Cravenhage in one summer
"Let's harmonize" ... "Only 700 pages to go"
Charleston
to mambo in ten easy lessons
that summer in
Europe.

ves

Dorothy Ann Smolenski
Mathematics

New London,

Conn.

}-lappilless is a wine of rarest vintage.
Dottie.
dimples and giggles .,
still waters run
deep ...
Club ... house junior ... "But [ just
washed it 1" ... summers at EB ....
figure juggler ...
and so was Einstein ...
algebra and 30 high school
freshmen ... "Ma, he's making eyes at me".
. you
fascinate me
"I have to study".
. genuinely
friendly.

ves

Lois Nancy Snow
Bronxville, N. Y.

English

'When 1 give, 1 give myself·
Summer of '54, Europe, and FRANK ... An inspiration to Harvard ... Texas, y'all
unlimited overnights ... green, Firenze, and Bach
a good listener,
and a wise counselor

Helen Cecile Sormani
Gennan

West Hempstead, N. Y.

How modest, kindly, all.accompjished

wise.

The whizz with the scizz ... "You get it?" ... ping.
pong ace ... loquacious linguist ... rare compound of
frolic and fun ... "I don't know bananas l" ... SWiss
miss ... Connecticut in the winter, Middlebury in the
summer ... self-panicker ... wunderbar

.. expressive brown eyes ...
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et merveilleuse

the sparkle of wine.

...

warmth and a quiet maturity.

Carolyn

M. Steadler

Psychology

Dalton, Mass.
She gives with her hearl.

"Sue"
"Not Eaton's, CRANE'S" ... infectious
giggle
Psych 24 hours a day
"Toooo much"
.. a scarf for every weekend
the original procrastinator with night-owlish

tendencies

. . . coffee

and term papers till dawn ... "But I've had this since
prep school" ... "Who'll set my hair?" ... "Hey,
kids, please make sure I'm up!"
.. conscientious,
competent, and casual ... never too busy for a friend.

Joanne

Steger

Psychology

Brooklyn, N. Y.

'Nothitlg is liltle to him that feels il
wilh qrea: sensibility.
"jo" ... that infectious giggle ... her academic week
is somewhat shorter than her unacademic weekend

.. not Pavlova but aspiring
closer to Pavlov, only
she experiments with children
"I didn't say he was
God, just intimated l" ... constantly misplacing books,
clothes, glasses-anything,
but Larry's picture
she walks into her room and flings ... abundant generosity, sincerity,

sensitivity.
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Lucinda Alice Stone
Child Development

Woodbridge,

Conn.

The gentle mind by gentle deeds is known.
Cindy ...

Broadway hits and solitaire ...

young woman" ...

"Go West,

three summers with kids and she

still gets butterflies ... sympathetic.
. crossword
fiend ... shuffle-shuffle.
. natural cuteness
. remembers the little things ... whistles while she works
.. hums while she studies ... still waters run deep.

Carla Aline
German

Strassenmeyer
New Haven, Conn.

1t is quality rather than quantity that matters.
The littlest girl with the longest name and the biggest
appetite
weekend commuter ... reared in the Yale
tradi,~i~n
"What's for supper?"
Church news
.... , I'm getting back my lost youth"
"Think my
hair s long enough to curl?" ... member of the PEA.
.... one of the Three Disgraces ... quick frank, perceptive.

I

Nancy

Jane Sutermeister

Physics

Freeport, N. Y.

'Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm.
Sutie
. Hi-Fi at dorm volume
. Sutie's supply
shop ... A.A.'s sparkplug ... perpetual motion.
"Come on out and cheer for us" .'
slides bring
snores ... lab terror ... "Oh, the Irish flag" ... perks
whenever there's two or more ...

two parts sincerity,

one part spontaneity and a cc of versatility.

Janet Elinor Torpey
Sociology

jamaica Estates, N. Y.

Real worth needs no improvement.
Jan ...

«Hi, it's me!" ...

"Dinner everybody!"

...

longer, louder, and lifted in pitch ... Miss Radio Club
... "I have to go to play rehearsal now" ... the fresh
air fiend of C. C. . . . "Want me to get your mail?"
. " Alias "Janice" ... congeniality and generosity.

Virginia Edmee Torrence
English

Marion, Conn.
'Wi: is the salt of conversation.

Ginge ...
"I've lost all my note cards again" ...
talented and imaginative writer ... the first to be demoted in gym .. , just not the Marion type, , , "Bring
me back a New Yorker" , .. sits well on skis .. ,
cynic
my coffee cup runneth over
Madame De
Farge
"Panic! Another oral report"
side-splitting stories.

Marina Tscheremsch ansky
German

l
New
York, N. Y.

1 played about the front gate, ~ulling flowers.
"Gee whiz".
. always in a rush ... heart and hair
flying ... talk, talk, talk, .. spontaneous laughter and
sarcastic remarks ... Gigi's unforgettable maid, fierce
horse woman . . . midnight, Medalia D'Oro coffee
and 36 pages to write .. , memoirs of English 1-2 ...
temperament in Thames
.. stubborn existentialist
... "Can he dance" . , ' carnations from California.

lIS

Victoria Tydlacka
Chemistry

Marblehead, Mass.

A merry heart maketh a cheerful countenance.
Vicki
"I can't believe it!" ... early to bed, early
to rise
the little squirrel with the empty wastebasket
"Oops, I said the wrong thing again"
.
always ready for a good laugh ... test tube kid
.
dungarees and plaid shirt
"Yeah" ... middy girl
.. Alaska's warmest Eskimo
"Is this a city, Roy?"
...

sweet and innocent ...

horsey set ...

conscientious

.. of the

Slenderella.

Mary Camilla Tyson
Sociology

Concord, Mass.

Rise! Sleep no more! "Iis a noble morn.
Tyse
third floor Burl Ives
''I'm going.to sack
out"
"Let's get organized"
the frisky leap with
the gleam in her eye ... "Tee hee" , .. "Have you
been to chapel this week?" ... Joseph's coat of many
colors ... "Can we please have more heat" ... an
eye for humanity ... the perfect ending ... Ie coeur
magnifique.
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Juliet Francine Valois
European History
1ull 1IJa"y a flower

Englewood, N. ].
is born to blush unseen.

Julie alias Jules .. practice teacher who arrives in
style.
"Oh, there's always W.M.A." ..
"But I
was only water skiing" ...

major in movies

i

minor in

records ..
understanding friend ...
"incidentally
people" ..
Madame De Farge . . . "but, but, but"
. "You don't really think that I"
. naivete.
always entertaining.

Cynthia Jane Van Der Kar
Art

Binghamton, N. Y.
:The greatest

gift is a portion

of thyself.

Cindy ... or is it Agnes? ... Art Club reviver ...
pint-sized frame, but gallon-sized heart ... many rnigratIons to Muhlenberg . _ . sleepy dormouse .. , a
major to use in the future-"this
design for nursery
curtains?"
"Oh, you doll!" ... the look of the
sophisticate
a talent for capturing the mood ...
sensrtive to the feeling of art, the delicacy of nature,
and the warmth of humanity.

Marna Jane Wagner
Milwaukee, Wis.

History

:The glass of fashio" and the mold of for",.
Marna ...

skiing in Switzerland, romancing in Rome

. . . full schedule . . . poise and perfection . . . ice
cream and meat.

. fluency in French? ...

"Honest

girls, the lab was fun I"
. constant and sometimes
consistent ..
cross-country telephone calls ... the
girl that made Milwaukee famous ... "I don't feel
good; there must be something wrong with me."

Margaret Jane Walsh
Caracas, Venezuela

Spanish
1" action

how like an angel.

Margot ..
everything's lovely in the garden
Latin music in her blood ... our li'l Angel-Pie Face
. . . heart of gold with personality to match . . .
peaches and cream complexion ... "Time to cut the
hair" ... "This is the last time I'll say this, but" ...
nightly trips to the mailbox
neatness personified
... Margarita ... 01' Spice
"5" ... Tom.

Joann Walton
Art History
With

New York, N. Y.
firmness

in right, so does she live.

"Come on, let's do something" ... ski jump nose.
three years of the "Blues"
"Can I wear heels?"
... cold hands, warm heart
impressionistic in selfdefense ... always true to you in my fashion ... one
of the Three Disgraces ... "Great!" ... perseverance
and grace.

Flora Ann Lewis Warinner
Sociology
A mirror of personality

Freeport, N. Y.
refiecting

sterling

qualities.

Annie ... "l'm funny that way" ... originality and
organization
should have joint stock in AT&T
C.C.'s Irving Berlin.
. so very thoughtful ...
Waikiki in Windham
"No, it isn't poison ivy"
.. whirled by whim
radiating happiness ... via
air male.
. spirit of '56.
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Joan Wasserman
Scarsdale, N. Y.

History

'What would the world do without

tea)

joanie
close companion of Bach, Beethoven and
Brahms
memoirs of U. of P. .. "But the only
train for Stamford leaves at 10:40" ... never seen
without note cards ... Miss Tea of 1956 ... "Go to
Europe but don't go to Spain".
. still searching for
the Golden Age of American History ... senior biologist ...

a constant and true friend.

. ..

Marie

Da

'

Costa Waterman

New York, N. Y.
Art
1he reasOH firm, the temperate will, e"dura"ce,
foresight, stre"gth and skill.

..~

"Wait'll you hear this I" ... Miss Do-Funny ..
Pfeifer's bellhop ... "He's a LOVELY guy" ... the
boom, boom, boom of the Conn Chords . . . "For
God, for Country, and for Rec. Hall [" ... incessant
chatter ... Fashion's First ... wildly efficient.
serials for breakfast, lunch, and dinner ... Ivy League
souvenirs ...

unsurpassed ingenuity.
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Sybil Barbara Weir
History

Atlanta, Ga.
And praise sits sjle~lt

Of!

our tongues.

Syb
Student Gov. Minute-Maid .
cokes for
breakfast.
accomplishes quietly ... sack rat .. ",
sought out authority on just about everything ...
skiing ... beer bum
European traveler, dweller
... lure of the unknown
amused by doodles and
soliloquies ... analytic intellect with an eye for subtleties tempered

by a romantic imagination.

Justine West
Economics

North Pembroke, Mass

7'rom compromise and things half done,
keep me with stern and stubborn pride.
rush, rush, rush ... Too Many Cooks don't
spoil the soup
country girl ... aversion to Sunday
night trains
"Won't it ever be Friday?" ... the
fabulous West Inn ... "It's a good thing I know about
Brazil!" ... good things come in little packages
.
Dixieland fan ... hard worker on a five day basis .
braided rugs and antique furniture ... "Economically
speaking, I'd say-"

justie ...

Constance Anne Weymouth
Economics
:Neither

Bailey Island, Me.
100

humble "or

Connie ... the green ashtray
Bailey Island conservative
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great.

"He hates me!" ...
peanutbutter and pop-

corn ...
instantaneous smile _ .. neat as a pin .
puzzle pursuer ... "You're corrupting me!" ... early

to bed-early to rise ... needs a longer mealtime.
easy to make friends and easy to befriend ... "What
is mine is yours."

J
Sally Ann Whittemore
Child Development
J-[ow i"fi"ite

Pittsford, N. Y.
i" faculty.

"Who wants to run around the sun porch with me?"
... nightly calls for gum
the nursery school pathfinder ... "Well, people"
bruises and more bruises
... busy as a little B, working so industriously ...
that certain syllabic humming . . . doesn't play half
safe, has four men to be sure . . . another package,
Sal? ... must own that camp by now ... Spelunking
expedition ... "My li'l urchins."

Elinor Widrow
Versailles, Conn,

Zoology

Let's have a ball.
Wid, ' . scowls from the Colonel , .. FM at all hours
, , ' food for the starving , , , connoisseur of veal , , ,
"Gatta go to soccer now" . , ' under the influence of
formaldehyde . ' , boundless energy, generosity, , ,
nickel factory for cokes ... "What do you mean?"

Marilyn Mildred Wilczek
Pawtucket, R, I.

Education
'Kjnd~less

has resistless charms.

The princess, , , goodies from home, , ' sets the styles
for Vogue, , , the perfect lady, ' , "Wa's 1 going to
say" .. no dust in her mailbox, .. a quiet feminine
charm
"even-tempered
and understanding , , ,
Queen of the Gretchen society ... possessor of "our"
car,
,a vitamin a day keeps the colds coming,
the quintessence of unselfishness and generosity.
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Diane Ellen Willard
Mathematics

:ModeratioH,

Glastonbury,

Conn.

the Hoblest gift o{ heaven.

Di ... P.B.&].
keeps up with the Times ... haircut in Capri
to Semester on Sunday
quick wit,
infectious giggle, and a catching smile
c'est la vie,
Dodgers victory.
. vivacious personality and practical mind ... The Big Change ... "This isn't the way
my mother makes it" ... a favor for all ... has clue
for social occasions . . . constant optimist and peacemaker.

Barbara

Nancy

Wind

Mathematics

7hou

wert my guide, philosopher

Babylon, N. Y.

and {rieHd.

Windy
.. studies to Brubeck ...
30,000 whoozies
. "Ooh, there goes a jet"
weeknights spent with
News and Honor Court
stuffed menagerie and
crazy pajamas ...
hostess with the mostest ... fun
family ... sincerity and warmth ... endless supply of
expressions ... mathematics and atomic physics .
always fun to be with.
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Ellen Louise Wineman
Spanish

Great Neck, N. Y.
Prisoner of hope.

Ellie ... never-ending brightness and charm ... The
Mad Hatter ... "Bebe" ... a clever coolness toward
her men. . Chern. lab. calamity ... "It's my duffah"
. sentimental
"A little bridge anyone>"
sage to those in distress ... the laughter in her voice
endears her to us all.

Eva MEA.
German
Like him that travels, J return

Wysk
Porto Alegre, Brazil
home again unselfish.

Those beautiful eyes ... linguist and a half ... Senhor
. . . "But really, he doesn't have any faults" .
thoughtful ... a smile for everyone ... a gracious
blend of European and Latin American nature ... to
all who know her a source of inspiration.

Margaret

Merriam Zellers

English

Southport, Conn.
Born for success she

Margee ..

seen15.

Howard ]ohnson's-for

chocolate chip

ice cream.
. "Dancing on the ceiling" ... knittingeven in the movies.
meetings, meetings, meetings
... savior faire ... OUf contribution to JWademoiselle

and the literary world ... Gutentag, Herr Miller.
anything from "Peanuts" to Shakespeare
depth
of mind surfaces as glib speech ... all powdered-down
... just a sip-and another toast.

Janet Ziegler
Carverton,

Government

Pa.

Jt wouldn't be possible not to be kind.
Ziegie ... complete honesty and sincerity
one of our cosmopolite

Parisian juniors

another
that con-

tinental chic . . . "Wake up and go to sleep" .
future journaliste .. , individuality in her views and
faith in the ideal ... Snails and Bourbon ... "Calm
down" . . . perseverance towards perfection . . .
double dips 'n sugar cones.

A.
8.
C.
D.

Marsden Williams
Sylvia Avendano
Solly Smith LaPointe
Jo Milton Perkins

.~
"'('

C

f""

A

~

B

1!..

D

H.
I.
J.
K.
l.

Sue Epstei n
Alison Wright
Phyllis Shoemaker
Verno Kelly
Ann Winsor

cltrayed

•

~'~-_.,-,..,

Eleonor Benjamin Barry

.... -

L

E. Geneva Grimes de Lobry
F. Ann Von Tboden Lupton
.... ..;;:: G. Mary Roth Goldsmith

A.
B.
C.
D.

or

Martha Kahr Lewis
Elizabeth Wood
Betsy Chesbrough
Cynthia Hcrkcvy Plishton

su:

H.
l.
J.
K.
L.

H
Martha Canterbury
Celie Gray Rosenau
Ko-lene La Pointe
Nancy Cedar Wilson
Constonce Crosier

E. Jean Hannay Bodine
F. Barbara Basso Drake
G. Nancy Grant Mayer

Alison Friend Gansler ... _&__

..J..a..... __

,• .;.,\..

History is the essence of innumerable

Listen, Connectic , ". a ear
For the t\J.es1'>£ '5 to l}e~r.
We an;,i),Od irySellt
be~o fifty-two, /
Spirits were-high (our marks were too}).
We remember that fa,ous day and )j ar.

.~

p

Little Freshman, com~ an your tinie. ~
This course is required, that one's~a criine.
But where is the one we can pass-wit out car~?
We spent a week looking-it's not ,,ere!

,

From Freshman Week we learned a lot:
We went to teas, and tea w,f got;
Placement tests were not our'Iorte,
Nor were the rules from honor court.
Pockets full of six cents,
As Friday night drew nigh,
Four and twenty Freshmen
Ate pizza pie.
When the snack shop opened,
We rushed to eat the cake.
Could it be this dainty dish
That changed the slender shape?
The Coast Guard boy and Connecticut girl
Decided one day to give it a whirl.
Jewels ill a hat, men in a line;
I fear that purple pin is mine!
Off to Knowlton, each with her mate,
Five foot ten and four foot eight.
Not first or second, but all fourth class
Danced on the toes of every lass.
On leaving, he said, "It's ten after ten,
I must down to the seas again!"
Freshman, Freshman, tired reader,
Nutrition, Hygiene, poems with meter.
In the rooms the students come and bet
They'll have a test on Eliot.
Blessings on thee, gay Freshman,
Springtime turns your cheek to tan.
Springtime also brings tradition,
Songs and plays are competition.
Sing, sing, come let us sing;
We lifted voice with merry ring.
Play, play, how we did play,
We won Compets with ease that May.
Ride the New Haven, vacation at last;
Home again, home again, with Freshman year past.
Come, for they call you, Sophomore from the Quad.
Come, Sophomore, and settle back to work.
Leave off your talk of Harvard, Penn and Yale
And look ahead: forget it is a quirk
For Sophomores to slump, get D's or fail
And through this year to plod.
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6

~

The Sophomores and the Juniors
Resolved to hunt the mascot '.
The Sophomore said the Jumor
Had hid the Rag their class got.
They searched tHe dorms and stables through
Until they we/i1: ~lf dyad,
But then they] Sfied-tJ Junior who
The banner, ~~ched}Vfth
dread.
"Shoot if you must,;His old blonde head,
But spare my class's Bag," she said.
When Skip or Will ealled; and Soph Hop drew nigh,
We humed to our Blu~Heaven..
.
It turned out all ri~ht; we had qurte a night.
It led us to ourBlue Heaven.
We had a smilin~face, a dress of lace,
J
Mrs C.h-trrch's !oorrU«
(
A little jaz'Z;rwas,pJ~yed, Xpu;;hould have he~,rd ...
The drums go boom......,
,
.. ~.
Just my date andime saw no need for three,
We were happy if our Blue Heaven.S;1;~

2:
-

biographies

~

I'

r~
~;':1

Between Thank ..sgiving and Christmas.
When the boom is beginning to lower,
Comes a time for severe contemplation
That is known a~sthe quiz of the hour.
I

l

I

-t

'"

,

_~

The time has co~, term paper time,,,
We talk of manyjhings:
Of Milton and of Beowulf,
And whether they were kings.
We studied J ames, the Bible too,
Read Chaucer with much mirth,
Wrote papers long on Pope and Swift
And learned what words are worth.
These papers took up all our nights,
They were our poet's song,
But when returned, we soon found out
Whatever is, is wrong.

.n:

.

(I

The slump soon over, and papers all done;
Home again, home again, the Sophomore fight won.
Half the way, half the way,
Half the way onward,
Into the Valley of Thames
Came the two hundred.
"Forward, the Junior Class!
Charge for degrees," we said.
Now at the half way mark
Came the two hundred.
Forward, the Junior Class!
Was there a girl dismayed?
No, and the Juniors knew
Most would now make the grade.
Ours was to make reply,
Ours was to reason why.
Giving the college try,
Into the Valley of Thames
Came the two hundred.

J
~

"You are old, House Junior," the Freshman said,
"And your hair has becomerather
white.
Tours, teas and meetings, to Fanning you'd tread
To show us what's wrong and what's right."
"In our youth," the Junior replied to her charge,
Explaining in every detail,
"The campus before was never so large
Sans W.M.I. and Hale."

We are the lucky ones,
We are the smart ones,
Learning togetherCarrels filled with books. Alas!
Our loud voices when
We whisper together
Are echoed from end to end.
Through window pane glass,
We see the crowds who wander past
From our dry carrel.

Have you heard of the fine competitive play
That was done in such a magical way?
We will tell you how without delay
We won once again the award that day.
Alice, the Dormouse and the Hare
Brought to.the stage the life debonairWould you-ever think we were so gay?

The o{,look wj~'t

~cI

brilliant for the College Nine

t" that day.
eiid the Daughters had but

physical ed's
defunct
who used to
pass and fail the underclassmen

..

The, 'Fathers

,t

Let us walk in the wet rain
In some boots that thud,
With footsteps hard to gain
In the slipp'ry mud
Of October's bad Hood.

-

one inning

left to play.

~ith Father up at bat, the sky looked full of rain(
But no one dared to lea,'(e the ending of the game.
So somewhere -in the far outfield the Daughters
_.
braced their feet.,'"
•
The Fathers' swing is hefty and always hard to beat.
But this tim~we were lau~hing, up rose our
.''bJ
VICtory shout,
And there is no joy at home now-Mighty
Father
'V,
has struck out! '/J

G

I

•

•

I

There are ~trange things waged on the Palmer stage
By the girls who toil and act.
The speakers, plays- and the Russe ballets
Are both classic and abstract.
t'
The backstage ligh~ h~ve seen queer sights,
But the queerest of all, you know,
\
Was that night in May, you've heard us say,
When we gave our Junior Show.
-,
S ~
Oh, we praised the Dodgers, sang of Will Rogers,
And we trie Will Shakespeare too.
Thougfi'Hcckefeller was quite a seller,
Aristotle made the revue.
We had lots of fun with George Washington,
Though our hearts were all a-quake,
But our fathers' roars, they shook the Roars,
And they made the rafters shake.
The end of the year, with exams in June,
At last, we thought, we'll be Seniors soon.
Yet one more, 0 ye Seniors, and one more;
Ye college dear with ivy never brown,
We come once more to seek the knowledge here,
As toward the end we steer,
Proudly we wear the honored cap and gown.
Thoughtful we are, and sad, as we look down
On days that found us in another year.

j

that
rodep Iayedsh a tth rew hi tea u gh ttossednetted
hotcha
it sure seemed bliss
and what we want to know is
do you miss us now that we're
Muscleless
We wondered only as a crowd
What subs draw nigh beyond the hills,
And all at once, we cried aloud,
"Another group to pay the bills!"
Not to a diner or a pub,
Instead we went to the Officers' Club.
Light bulbs, light bulbs, burning bright
Till all hours of the night.
Will this mortal, app.fehensive,
Pass her coming <i.Q)llpreHensive?
The day ~s a horror of darkness, dismal
eo sa~ he least.
The Say of our comps had arrived and joy
had long since ceased.
e kn~ere
was o~ our major, and wha
was now In store,
And
e Se-ni-ors kept writing
Writing-writingffhe Seniors kept on writing, four to six hours or more.

f.

,
HURRY UP, PLEASE, IT'S TIME
'Baa,).:>aa,black sheep,
Why are you so thin?
Because, sir, becau§.C, sir,
Ewe've my sheepski .
So this is the way th year ends
This is the way th~ ear ends
This is the way th class ends
With a bang and a i lorna.

Jacqueline

Jenks,

t

'56

Virginia Torrence, '5~'
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.All the frittered days
yive me one perfect thi"g.
Our parents first introduced

us to Christmas

and a Christmas tree. As we grew, Halloween,
and the Easter Bunny grew as traditions
parties, and bonfires. Slowly we learned
also yielded traditions-traditions

with Santa Claus,

Thanksgiving,

St. Valentine's

along with beach
to realize

that center around

walls of the college on the hill. Fall came to mean

suppers,

that other
Patagansett;

after four years, all these occasions come to mean one thing-a

134

the most important

Day,

birthday

occasions

New London

in life

and the ivied
Christmas,

pageant; a moonlit night, a sing at the wall; Spring, beach parties;
memory that makes Connecticut

stockings,

the

and finally,

vivid and lasting

tradition in our lives.
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Xutumn

Pataqanseu

Bewitched,
Bothered, and Bewildered

nocturne

Come all, yet J-Iappy'

.

~\i~

'r..!..::;

�

@

11111
0

....

cQ...~
{/

.

JIb! Sweet :Mystery

of

Ljfe

8unday,
:Now 1s the :Hour

monday
:Night and Day

5 ixteen J'ons

Diamonds Are a
girl's Best 1'riend

138

r

and
X/ways
Taree Dttle 'Words

Birth

of the

Blues

(jood :News

Oh, Lady Be (jood
139

0choes

yeorge 'Feyer plays

0/

Dancing
on the Ceiling

Strike Up the Band

'Jeddy Bear's Picnic

140

'The JI1osquitoes
Parade

guys
and Dolls

Do, Re, :Mi)

The Old :Mill Stream

-t

.W=IL

Stouthearted

:Me"

14\

upon

yreatest home-run
hitter of all

'Will Rogers' wit
had nothing on Dad

gust

Call
(9n
(;father.!

J-Ie's Rockefeller

142

Dad's the mental whiz

the

8tage
Sophisticated Lady

su:
-0

Bouledogue .I Bid
au e ague!

143

•

Come, Sing! Let

OUf

voices ring

Alice in Wonderland
10an
of Arc

yraduation-1955

Class Day

-Cnlire! Ch 41ft.
145

-:- PAT RON S -.-.

Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Reycroft
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Anthony
Col. and Mrs. Bernard C. Rose
Mr. and Mrs. Earl S. Bagley
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin M. Rosoff
Dr. and Mrs. Richard T. Beebe
Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Ruderman
Mr. Richard Browning
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Shea
Dr. and Mrs. M. R. Buchman
Dr. and Mrs. Charles T. Schechtman
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Conner
Mr. and Mrs. John Simone
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Da iels
Mr. and Mrs. Lester L. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. R. ]. Frankenstein
Mr. Salem V. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred N. Gaddy
Mr.
and Mrs. E. Wadsworth Stone
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gurian and family
Mr. and Mrs. Otto A. Strassenmeyer
Mr. and Mrs. Everett A. Heirn
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Teese
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Jenkinson
Mr. and Mrs. John]. Torpey
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Jenks
Mr. and Mrs. Jules F. Valois
Mr. and Mrs. Salvatore Lazzro
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Wasserstrom
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace S. Le ge
Mr. and Mrs. Philip M. Waterman
Mr. and Mrs. John Lenci
I
Mr. and Mrs. Moe Wid row
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene F. McCabe
I
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel A. Willard
Mr. and Mrs. Amos C. Morrison
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Zellers
Mr. and Mrs. N. G. Nelson

1

COMPLIMENTS

- of ~

w.c.w.
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COMPLIMENTS

- of -

Dr. and Mrs. LOUIS GARIBALDI

PRINTING SPECIALISTS
FINANCIAL

• LEGAL

• CORPORATE

S. E.C. Registration Statements and Praspeduses
Annual Reports . Financial Statements
Proxy Statements and Proxies . Briefs and Cases

"A SAGEBRUSH LAWYER"
by Hen. Jobn F. MacLane
"RECESS"
by Bon. Edward A. Scott, Jr.
Published by

1Dandickf/Jress,mc.
I

:.---=1

.1--

22

i~71

ill

Established

1923

THAMES STREET

NEW YORK

Telephone WOrtb

CLINTON STREET
Telephone

NEWARK
MArket

e.

N. Y.

e.

N. J.

4-2900

3-4994

------=.:::::::=..::::::..:...:.:=-.---
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Ahlborn, Janet
73 West Northampton 51., Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
Anthony, Gale. . . .
6 Strathmore Rd., Wakefield Massachusetts
Arcudi, Angela.
. .84 Franklin St., Westport, Connecticut
Arnott, Nancy...
.......•......
. .. 6 Coolidge Ave., Baldwin, New York
Atriaskin, Maria.......
.
68 Main Ave., Sea Cliff, New York
Awad, Carole
9405 Shore Rd., Brooklyn, New York
Bagley, Joyce
J. .. •
.
Main St., Townsend, Massachusetts
Bankhead, Sheila
J... ..
. Sheffield St., Old Saybrook, Connecticut
Bartlett, Sarah
1. . . . .
. .. 16 Harlan Drive, Savannah, Georgia
Baylies, Betsy.. . . . . . . . . . .
. .48 Williams St., Taunton, Massachusetts
Beebe, Nancy. . .
..........
. . Schuyler Rd., Loudonville, New York
Beetham, Nellie. . . .. .
i
11 Thatcher St., New London, Connecticut
Bergeson, Sarah .........•..............
William St., Portland, Connecticut
Blech, Margery
51 Belknap Rd., West Hartford, Connecticut

Each College Year IBrings Us to

BRAT~RS
Where We IFind

MALLOYE'S
JEWELERS

Cards For All Occasions

Art Supplies
Handbags - Jewelry - Luggage

RECORDS
74 STATE STREET

I

I
Compliments

CHAS. W. SCRANTON

of

Members New York Stock Exchange

THE BOSTON
CANDY KITCHEN

302 STATE STREET
New London, Conn.

Telephone 2-4301
190 STATE STREET

148

& CO.

Investments Since 1891

Congratulations.

Our work with the girls was most enjoyable.
Thank you .

....
PHOTOGRAPHER

402 GOLDEN

BRIDGEPORT 4, CONN.

HILL

IDE

A L

LINEN SERVICE, INC.
A complete

Linen Rental Service

For Every Type of
Institution

Business
GI 2-4487
391 Williams Street

New London, Conn.
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• DRESSES
• COATS
• SUITS
• FORMALS
• RAINWEAR
• BERNHART ALTMANN SWEATERS

BERNARD'S
230 STATE STREET

Compliments
of

THE COLLEGE DINER

I

THE YEllOW

I'where

CAB CO.

particular

people
partake"

... for Quality Merchandise from
up-to-the-minute Fashidns to the
latest in Housewares

THE HOllY

HOUSE

and

Homefurnishingsl

GENUNG'S
Department

Stores

JAMES DRUG CO., Inc.
Apothecaries to the medical profession

Westchester end Connecticut

and to the home since 1913

BANK AT PEARL STREET

I
I
150

GI 2-5875
- --_._----

----

---

Five Deliveries Daily

._--------------

Blickstein, Naomi.
Browning, Anne. . . . . . . . . . . .
Buchman, Anne
Burmon, Elinor
26
Callahan, Mary Jane
Camp, Lloyd
Carson, Joan
Cary, Helen
Catalano, Phyllis
Clore, Arlyn
Cohen, Florence
Conner, Julia
Cooper, Linda Jo
Coughlan, Ruth
Crane, Suzanne
Crawford, Elizabeth
Crutch, Cynthia
Daniels, Carol.
82
Dawes, Sarah

29 Dogwood Lane, Rockville Center, New York
.
95 E. 194th St., Euclid 19, Ohio
187 Fox Meadow Rd., Scarsdale, New York
Avondale Rd., Newton Center 59, Massachusetts
622 West Taft Ave., Bridgeport, Connecticut
166 Oakridge Ave., Summit, New Jersey
Scotch Cap Rd., Quaker Hill, Connecticut
29 Summer St., North Amherst, Massachusetts
86 Claremont Ave., Maplewood, New Jersey
RD. No.3, Perkasie, Pennsylvania
24 Winchester St., Brookline, Massachusetts
1135 Chestnut Hill Drive, Erie, Pennsylvania
2935 Crescent Drive, N. E., Warren, Ohio
1 Thompson Lane, Milton 87, Massachusetts
11 High Farms Rd., West Hartford, Connecticut
16 Lodge Rd., Great Neck, New York
Box 294, Madison, Connecticut
Victoria Lawn, Lordship, Stratford, Connecticut
400 Fairway Blvd., Columbus 13, Ohio

RINGS
PINS

If your clothes

MEDALS

excellent
design

CHARMS
CUPS

skilled

PLAQUES

craftsmanship

TROPHIES

superb
quality

YOUR

CLASS JEWELER

DIEGES & CLUST

are NOT becoming
to YOU
They SHOULD be
coming to SHALETI'S

The Shalet+ Cleaning
and Dyeing Co.
2-6 MONTAUK

AVENUE

17 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK 8, N. Y.
BOSTON

•

PROVIDENCE

MANUFACTURING

New London, Connecticut

JEWElERS
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I
I

ABC

I

Compliments

FILM COMPANY

of

Everything Photographic

YOUR A. & P.
74 BANK

MANAGER AND CLERKS

STREET

New London, Connecticut

l

THE TA YL<DR & HELANDER MFG. CO.
Steel Stamps Graduating

NumbJing

Dies -

18 HARTFORD

Devices -

Com~ereial Marking -

AVENUE

Marking Rolls Embossing

Mechanical

Dies -

NEW

Engraving

Marking

BRITAIN,

Machinery

CONN.

With best wishes for the happiest and most successful of futures to
every member of the Oonnecticut College Class of 1956.

WlLTER R. BAYLiES
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JOHNSON-DAWES
EIGHT

EAST LONG

Columbus
MEMBER:

National
National

CO.
STREET

15, Ohio

Association
Association

of Home Builders
of Real Estate Brokers

ROBERT ROLLINS BLAZERS INC.
NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

832 BROADWAY

SPECIALIZED BLAZER SERVICE

to
Glee Clubs
Athletic Teams
Awards Committees

Colleges
Classes
Choral Groups

HELEN'S SHOP
Compliments

Millinery and Accessories

of
93 STATE STREET

MICHAEL'S

DAIRY

New London, Connecticut

Meet

STARR BROS., Inc.

Slip into these smart
Spal'ding
moccasins
-you'll
see they
really

set

the

in foot-comfort.

Your Rexall Drug Store

pace

"We can buy everything we need at Starr's

Miss

Jo features full flexible soles and handsewn vamps
with a
choice of the finest
brown or deep red
leathers. Available in
most sizes: 4-1 I in
widths AAAA-C.

$8.95
mail orders
accepted

WRIGHT

& DITSON

462 Boylston Street
Boston 16, Mass.

_

cigarettes,

cosmetics,

films, anything!"

Anyday, AnytimeWe'll cash your checks
Two Free Deliveries to the Dorms Daily

110 STATE STREET

GI 2-4461
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Inc. 1901

Est. 1876

THE DARROW &
COMSTOCK COMPANY

Elsie Demis

Hair Stylist

THE POWDER PUFF
BEAUTY SALON

Distributors

Complete Beauty Service

Marine and Builders' Hardware

Mill Supplies
38 Green
94-96 BANK STREET

Street-I

Block from State Street

New London, Connecticut

New London, Conn.

DeGange, Jeanne.. .. . .
. ..... 95 Oneco Ave., New London, Connecticut
Dow, Diana
Pennyworth Cottage, Cracernere, Tarrytown, New York
Dunn, Marilyn. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
239 Helen St., Hamden, Connecticut
Elliman, Laura
41 East Loop Rd., Dongan Hills, Staten Island 4, New York
English, Mary. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... 99 Harland Rd., Norwich, Connecticut
Erickson, Eleanor . . . . . . . .. . ... 133 Elmfield St., West Hartford, Connecticut
Eustis, Sally.
.. . . .. . . .
. .. 142 Elm St., Marblehead, Massachusetts
Fielding, Alice
11 York Court, Poquonnock Bridge, Connecticut
Fisher, Ann
329 Main St., Portland, Connecticut
Fleming, Janet
I
8 S. Pleasant St., Sharon, Massachusetts
Fletcher, Joyce
64 Colonial Terrace, East Orange, New Jersey
Foran, Patricia
Box 101, 25 Flagler Ave., Cheshire, Connecticut
Frankenstein, Doris
258 Melrose Ave., Kenilworth, Illinois
Freedman, Frances .. 311 Hammond Pond Pkwy., Chestnut Hill 67, Massachusetts
Frost, Janet..
. .. I. . .
. .... 51 Baker Ave., Beverly, Massachusetts
Gaddy, Joan
_
18 Westminster Rd., Marblehead, Massachusetts
Garibaldi, Marie
34 Kingswood Rd., Weehawken, New Jersey
Gentles, Margaret......
. .814 Cedar Terrace, Westfield, New Jersey
Gerber, Susan
r . . . .
.
3504 Berwyn Ave., Baltimore 7, Maryland
Givan, Barbara
, .. 7411 Richland Manor Drive, Pittsburgh 8, Pennsylvania
Greenlaw, Gayle. ..
. .38 Orchard St., Marblehead, Massachusetts
Greenwood, Jane
5249 Nebraska Ave., N.W., Washington 15, D. C.
Gregory, Judith
1· . . . .
. .....
East River Rd., Perrysburg, Ohio
Grossman, Patricia. . . . . . . .
. .91 Grove St., Brookline, Massachusetts
Gulick, Faith........
. .. 37 Mayflower Drive, Tuckahoe 7, New York
Gurian, Joyce. . . . . . .
.
14 Jaffe Terrace, Colchester, Connecticut
Gutman, Deborah
280 S. Franklin St., Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
Harper, Margot.
......•...........
28 Lorraine Rd., Madison, New Jersey
Harris, Jean.
.
900 South Steele St., Denver, Colorado
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ON CAMPUS

IN TOWN

THE TASTE THAT TELLS
THE FLAVOR THAT SELLS
THE FINEST UNDER THE SUN

MALOOF'S ICE CREAM CO.
555 BANK STREET
NEW LONDON
_

••

1

Hathaway, Ann
,
216 Ellington Rd., Longmeadow, Massachusetts
Haynes, Jane. . . . .
.. .. . . .. ...
.10 Norton St., Braintree, Massachusetts
Heim, Janet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.3 Burchfield Ave., Cranford, New Jersey
Helander, Janice...........
.. ....
.16 Usher Ave., Plainville, Connecticut
Hinsch, Mary Ann. . . . . . . . . . .
.3530 Bayard Drive, Cincinnati 8, Ohio
Hoffenberg, Frances. . . . . .6804 Cross Country Blvd., Baltimore 15, Maryland
Hofheimer, Elise. . . . . . . .
. .. 828 Graydon Ave., Norfolk, Virginia
Hostage, Barbara.
.
60 Briarcliff Rd., Hamden, Connecticut
Hughes, Amalie
Box 428, RD. No.4, Altoona, Pennsylvania
Hurd, Marilyn
35 Seminole Ave., Mount Carmel, Connecticut
Jenkinson, Barbara. . . . . . . . . .. ..820 Oak Terrace, Point Pleasant, New Jersey
Jenks, Jacqueline
582 Rivard Blvd., Grosse Pointe 30, Michigan
Johnson, Elizabeth
483 Norton Pkwy., New Haven 11, Connecticut
Johnston, Suzanne. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.216 Buhl Blvd., Sharon, Pennsylvania
Kavanagh, Millicent.
, . Glen Avon Drive, Riverside, Connecticut
Keddie, Louise. . . . . . . .

Kirkbright, Diane.
Kirschner, Marilyn

.59 Scrimgeour

Rd., Worcester" Massachusetts

.44 Ledgewood Rd., Bronxville 8, New York
: 1153 E. Laurelton Pkwy.; \'Vest Englewood, New Jersey

Lawson, Berverly. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

..40

Norton St., Braintree 84, Massachusetts

15,

IT'S ALWAYS

COMPLIMENTS

GAY

- of -

with DANNY SHEA

UNITED FRUIT STORES
GOLDEN

STREET

NEW LONDON

New London

end NIANTIC

I
NEW LONDON MOTEL
FOR

LUXURY

LIVING

For Straight A's

In Current

U. S. Route

Events

I' ew London, Conn.

I

Reservations

telephone

Read

G bson 2-9573

Every room with air conditioner. free T.V., tile bath
ond shower. two full-s ze bed~.

THE

DAY

InS:.:i.:~.~;~~odv:~
In:t~ime
Delivered

Recommended

on Campus

by DOO+O HiO+

THE SPORTS~OP I

C & L RADIO & T.V.

COCKTAIL

RENTALS

DRESSES
FORMALS

Complete

on

T.V.

Line of Radios and Phones

COATS and SUI1fS
Appliances.

Repairs

SEPARATES
4DS WILLIAMS

STREET

302 STATE STREET

Gibson

2-9449

COMPLIMENTS
ALL

GOOD

WISHES

- of -

Mr. & Mrs. JACK BLiCKSTEIN
A FRIEND

156

COMPLIMENTS

PERRY AND STONE, INC.
- of JEWELERS SINCE

1865

THE SKYLARK RESTAURANT

296 STATE

NEW LONDON'S

STREET

COMPLIMENTS

FINEST

SEIFERT'S BAKERY

- of CAKES

and PASTRIES for PARTIES

THE PINK CRICKET
225 BANK STREET
21S STATE STREET
Gibson

3-6808

New London, Conn.

COMPLIMENTS

JOHN COLTON'S

- of -

CYVIA

RUSSIAN '56

Since

1910

MOTOR

LODGE and RESTAURANT

• CHARCOAL

PRIME STEAKS

• LOBSTERS

FISHER Florist Corp.
104 STATE STREET
New London. Conn.

GI 2-9456

ROUTE

156

LYme 4-7917

- 2-9457

157

--I
Lazzaro, Dorothy
Lenci, Marian
Levine, Irma
Lewin, Marjorie........
Lindsley, Ann
Long, Jill.
.. ..
MacArthur, Gloria
Mahoney, Anne
Mark, Peggy

146 Swanton St., Winchester, Massachusetts
14 Braemer Place, New London, Connecticut
299 Beverly Rd., Chestnut Hill 67, Massachusetts
.
1185 Park Ave., New York 28, New York
9 Sinclair Terrace, Short Hills, New Jersey
. .. 941 Park Ave., New York 28, New York
3401 Hawthorne Drive, Flint, Michigan
20 Rotch St., New Bedford, Massachusetts
575 Park Ave., New York 21, New York

.
,

GI 3-4341

Compliments

of

MOHICAN HOTEL
250 ROOMS wrH
Luncheon

BATHS

and Dinners Served

RESTAURANT "d

CROWN

I

COCKTAIL

LOUNGE
8J STATE STREET

We Cater to Reunions1 Weddings, and
Conventions - AmlPle Facilities

281 STATE STREET
Parking lot

I

in ReM

New london,

New London

Conn.

I

THE UNIO~ BANK
and TRUST CCDMPANY
CONNECTICUT'S

I

RESTAURANT

Daily

STUDENT ACCIDENT

INSURANCE

LAURENCE B. McEWEN

I

OLDEST BANK

I
Incorpor~ted

302 STATE STREET
1792
New london

61 STATE ST~EET

AGENT

N. J. GORRA & BRO.

Jju.-..~

~ 4

THE "COLLEGE SHOP"
for the finest in
Bermuda Shorts.
Skirts.

Ski Wear.

Man Tailored Shirts - Blners
Bathing Suits·

Belts - Sweaters

l

-

239 STATE STREET
New Lcnden. Conn.

matter

.144-~

fo'

I!..·

.~ ~JJ-."
r>

Toy,

~E'AISINc;.

Gifts

","-u

(ft i#tL ~

--#" 'olI(;
A/
e.ow<.
TH,.
.Ir...uuc1.-1OUR
.........
y
f'AI"£.It

II~ffil
!""'
~l)

....__

1111111

The largest

8~·

Newsstand

----
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"Reed".

I f~'1

class or
leisure."

.-. '-0

Gibson 3-7191

FOR THE TRAVELERS

Greeting

C.,d,
in New England

---

I,
I

SUITS
DRESSES

I

CONN.

COLLEGE

BOOKSHOP

SPORTSWEAR
ACCESSORIES
ART

THE CARRIAGE
WILLIAMS

"Just

Permanent

off Your

Waving

Shampooing

Danish

Glass

Pewter

STREET

Peter

Campus"

- Marcelling

- Scalp

BOOKS

TRADE, Inc.
Swedish

622

and POETRY

- Finger

Treatments

Waving

Pauper

Press

Books

L. LEWIS & COMPANY

- Manicuring
Established

1860

HAIRCUTTING

CLARK'S

CHINA,

BEAUTY PARLOR

PEARL S. HOPKINS,

GLASS,

17 UNION

STREET

3-7458

Compliments

and

SILVER

Proprietress
STATE

Gibson

GIFTS

and

GREEN

STREETS

New London, Conn.

New

London,

Conn.

of
Compliments

GREGORY

of

INDUSTRIES, Inc.
CALIFORNIA

GEORGE E. GREGORY,

President

YOUR
DISTINCTIVE

for Fashion

STYLING

Minded

SPORTSWEAR

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

Collegiates

ELLY'S
25 MAIN

FRUIT CO.

•

SWEATERS

•

SLACKS

•

SKIRTS

•
•

BLOUSES
BERMUDA

•

JACKETS

at Real Factory-ie-You

SHORTS

Savings

STREET

MILL OUTLET STORES INC.
DRESSES
COATS

SUITS
SPORTSWEAR

GOWNS
23 WASHINGTON

LINGERIE
Gl 3.5304

New London,

STREET
New London.

Conn.

Connecticut

159

-i
NORWICH INN

CARLOS CAFE
465

BANK

STREET

DAILY LUNCH and DINNER SPECIALS
SPECIAL RATESfor COLLEGE DANCES

SPECIALIZING

in ITALIAN

FOOD and PIZZA

and DINNERS
Phone: Gibson

Plan to have your

family

stay

at the

Norwich Inn while visiting the College
Best Wishes

DANCING EVERYSATURDAY NIGHT
to the CLASS

to AL BROWN and HIS ORCHESTRA
from

For Reservations

Call

TUrner

9-1303

JOC

COMPLIMENTS

- of -

Suzanne Rosenhirsch

160

of '5b

3-9281

r

II

THE STYLE SHOP
Compliments

I

of ...

12B STATE STREET
THE PARENTS of

i
i

COMPLETE SPORTSWEAR DEPARTMENT

FRANCES HOFFENBERG
Featuring
Jantzen _ White

Stag - Gorland

Knitwear

CLAIR COOK

I

Compliments

I

of

.

20112 MERIDIAN
Opp. WMCA

MARGIE

LEWIN

i

Casual Clothes lind Sportswear

I

for the College and Career

BOOKS-Current
Modern library
Greeting

- College

Outline

Prompt in Service

Tops in Quality

Fiction and Non.Fiction

JOHNNY'S CLEANING
and LAUNDRY SERVICE

Series

JOHN

Cards - Shltionery

INC.

THE BOOKSHOP
CHURCH

and MERIDIAN

SERVICE

TROY LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANERS
Home and Hempsteod

STREETS
New

I

H. FIPPS

COMPLETE DRY CLEANING
I

Girl

London

Phone

I

Streets

New london,

2-8539

CoM.

GI 3-3082

Compliments

of

BISHOP STUDIO

A SNACK A DAY
IS THE C. C. WAY

35 MAIN

STREET
New

SANDWiCH

London

Gl 3-4015

Visit Our

SHOP

NEW LONDON'S
AUTHORIZED

OLDEST RECORD DEALER

WEB.COR SALES "d

SERVICE

16!

Martin, Suzanne
1214 Sheridan Rd., Lake Forest, Illinois
Mason, Marilyn
R.F.D. No.1, New Hartford, Connecticut
McCabe, Janet.
Cedar Rd., Wilton, Connecticut
McNamara, Mary
,
100 Montauk Ave., New London, Connecticut
Melnick, Iris
107 Smith Ave., White Plains, New York
Mikkelson, Joan
'1'
40 Dogwood Lane, Manhasset, New York
Mills, Marcia
32 Sport Hill Parkway, Easton, Connecticut
Moore, Margaret.
Moore Rd., Westerly, Rhode Island
Morrison, Andorah.
. .222 Fernwood Ave., Upper Montclair, New Jersey
Mroz, Edith
32 Ridgeview Ave., White Plains, New York
Murphy, Prudence. . . .. .
.48 Coniston Ave., Waterbury 8, Connecticut
Nelson, Elaine
61 Wardwell Rd., West Hartford, Connecticut
Norton, Jeanne
Belleview Ave., Rumson, New Jersey
Noyes, Amelia
1154 Poquonnock Rd., Poquonnock Bridge, Connecticut
Olmstead, Adele
93 Elmwood Ave., Longmeadow, Massachusetts
Pentz, Jean
Duncan Hill Apts., 32A, Westfield, New Jersey
Pfeifer, Carolyn
5510 Sherwood Rd., Little Rock, Arkansas
Pickard, Esther. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
. Rock Creek Lane, Scarsdale, New York
Porter, Cynthia
100 Steele Rd., West Hartford, Connecticut

'1'

r

j'

r

50 STATE STREET
GREETING

LONDON.

Library

-

Personalized

Invitations. Announcements,

The lovely
COMPLIMENTS

CAPTAIN'S GALLERY
typical

of the elegance

of the
. of .

iGigqtqnusr linn
overlooking

Long Island Sound

at New

London

A

52 rooms, public dining rooms, open all year
Literature

162

and Rates Upon

Request

CONN.

CARDS '[cr EVERY OCCASION

Womre th Lending
Wedding

NEW

FATHER

Items

Calling Cards

Where Particular People Congregate
With the Crowd or with A Dote

"Landmark for Hunlry Americans"

929 BANK STREET
NEW LONDON,

CONNECTICUT

163

~TS

ELECTRIC SHOP
Established

1934

GI 2·5314

90 BANK STREET
RECORDS - PLAYERS
HI-FI - TELEVISION
COMPLIMENTS
for the finest in town

- of -

Always Try R<DBERTS

I

I

S. S.PIERCE

CO.

BISHOPS CORNER
West Hartford

EXCLUSIVE MEN'S APPAREL
174 STATE STREET
N,w

London,coc)ee","'

ENES SALON
50 STATE STREET

IN MEMORY OF
•

A

HAIRCUTIING

•

BLEACHING

•

HAIR

STYLING

1956

FATHBR

~~,~;:trlJ
WHILE
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YOU WAIT

in four-door
fashion ...

N

o DOUBT about it, in the four-door
hardtop General Motors stylists have

created a refreshing new motorcar fashion
that is sweeping America-and you can
have it in GM cars of every price class.

But the dashing beauty of these roomy
hardtops, free of cluttering center posts, is
only one reason for their soaring popular.

ity, All GM cars for '56 are powered by
new, more efficient

high-compression

engines-with
still smoother, more responsive automatic drives-to set a new high in

flashing performance.
Add their many new safety-engineering
features like double·locking door latches,
precision-aimed

head lamps, Power Brakes,

Power Steering and seat belts (optional)
and you can come to only one decision:

Your key to greater value in 1956' is the
key to a General Motors car.

GENERAL MOTORS
leads the way
CHEVROLET.

PONTIAC'

OLDSMOBILE.

BUICK. CADILLAC·

All wi!h Body by Fuher • GMC TRUCK & COACH
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l
I,

COMPLIMENTS

of

Mr. and Mrs .
. HOMAS A. MAHONEY

Compliments

We appreciate

of .

your patronage

S. S. KRESGE CO.

BERKELEY DRUG COMPANY

118 STATE
BOSTON

STREET

21, MASS.
New London

GORRA

BROS.

FERRY TAVERN
OLD LYME, CONN.

WHOLESALE FRUITS lind VEGETABLES
Serving
365 BANK

STREET

New London, Conn.

Open

Shore

Dinners

All Year

12 Noon to 10 P.M.
Closed

Yours for the Best
in GRUB and GROG

GI 3-4309
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Phone- GEneral

4-7863

Tuesclevs

~
*
~

__

~_--#

__

~

.~"'~""'.IL.. ~
DIVISION

OF

SPERRY RAND

Repo, Satu
Reycroft, Judy
Roberts, Nancy
Robin, Joyce. ,
Roesler, Jane
,
Rose, Jacqueline
Rosenhirsch, Suzanne,
Rosoff, Judith
Rowe, Daphne
,
Ruderman, Ora Beth
Russian, Cyvia
Ryburn, Alexandra
Sandin, Nancy
Sauer, Sally
Schechtman, Sheila
Scher, Joyce.,
Schutt, Marilyn
Schwartz, Suzanne
Seipp, Katrina

,

,

,

.-I

COR PORATiON

1"* .

Makers
of
•
Standard,

Electric and Noiseless Typewritcts
Portable Typewriters
• Adding & Calculating
Machines
. Electronic Methods • Punched-card Systems
. Visible Records • Electric Shavers

20c38 Tarkk'ampujankatu, Helsinki, Finland
255 Old Oaks Rd., Bridgeport 4, Connecticut
40 Sunset Rd., New London, Connecticut
, .106 Hilton Ave., Hempstead, New York
, .12 Westgate Blvd., Plandome, New York
' .. '
Box 332, East Norwich, New York
285 Riverside Drive, New York, New York
, . ' .,
1055 Ridge Rd., Hamden, Connecticut
,
'
197 Grove St., Bristol, Connecticut
,
497 Rock St., Fall River, Massachusetts
15 Beaver Hill Lane, New Haven, Connecticut
Whippoorwill Lane, Vero Beach, Florida
Haddam Neck, East Hampton, Connecticut
2 Laurendale St., Albany 5, New York
' .. 62 Dover Rd., New Britain, Connecticut
, . ' .69 Bay 29 St., Brooklyn 14, New York
,
18 Benton Rd., Saginaw, Michigan
303 Beverly Rd. Brooklyn, New York
'
Brook Hill Farm, Middleburg, Virginia
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i

Shea, Ruth
Washington Depot, Connecticut
Shechtman, Joy
36 Linwood Drive, West Hartford, Connecticut
Shurdut, Harriet
,
38 Wachusett Rd., Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts
Simone, Janice
134 Pasadena Place, Hawthorne, New Jersey
Simpson, Carol
Madelyn Gardens, Shipley Rd., Wilmington, Delaware
Smith, Betty Ann
Sylvan, Noank, Connecticut
Smolenski, Dorothy
77 Adelaide St., New London, Connecticut
Snow, Nancy
Stoneleigh lB Alger Court, Bronxville, New York
Sormani, Helen
,
,
104 Stratford Rd., West Hempstead, New York
SteadIer, Sue
,
127 Central Ave., Dalton, Massachusetts
Steger, Joanne
,
42 East 56th St., Brooklyn 3, New York
Stone, Lucinda
"High Meadow," Amity Rd., Woodbridge, Connecticut
Strassenmeyer, Carla .. ,
,
1211 Forest Rd., New Haven, Connecticut
Suterrneister, Nancy
219 Pine St., Freeport, New York
Torpey, Janet.
83-73 Charlecote Ridge, Jamaica 32, New York
Torrence,

Virginia

Marion,

Connecticut

Tscheremschansky, Marina
314 W. 100 St., Apt. 4, New York, New York
Tydlacka, Victoria
7 Sagamore Rd., Marblehead, Massachusetts
Tyson, Camilla
Musketaquid Rd., Concord, Massachusetts
Valois, Juliet.
240 E. Palisade Ave., Englewood, New Jersey
Van Der Kar, Cynthia
8 Edgewood Rd., Binghamton, New York
Wagner, Marna
6310 N. Lake Drive, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Walsh, Margaret
General Motors, Inter-American Corp.,
Apartado 666, Caracas, Venezuela. Mexico, D.F., Mexico
Walton, Joann...
.
138 East 78th St., New York, New York
Warinner, Ann
187 Moore Ave., Freeport, New York
Wasserman, Joan
,
37 Tompkins Rd., Scarsdale, New York
Waterman, Marie
875 Park Ave., New York 21, New York
Weir, Sybil.
3820 Northside Drive, Atlanta, Georgia
West, Justine
Barker St., North Pembroke, Massachusetts
Weymouth, Constance
Bailey Island, Maine
Whittemore, Sally
15 Lincoln Ave., Pittsford, New York
Widrow, Elinor.
.
Box 225, Versailles, Connecticut
Wilczek, Marilyn
495 Newport Ave., Pawtucket, Rhode Island
Willard, Diane
Bayberry Rd., Glastonbury, Connecticut
Wind, Barbara. . . . . . . . . .
. .. 208 Little East Neck Rd., Babylon, New York
Wineman, Ellen . . . . . . .
. ... 485 East Shore Road Great Neck New York
,
"
Wysk, Eva.. . .. .. .
, .. Rua Leblon, 511 Ipanema, Porto Alegre, Brazil
Zellers, Margaret
,
,
, , .95 Main St" Southport, Connecticut
Zeigler, Janet
3 Calverton Rd., Wyoming, Pennsylvania

P!{INTElJ
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BY

TilE

COMET

PHE5S,

Lvc.. 200 VARICK ST" NEW YORK 14, N. Y.
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